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In June 2012, when I first received images of seventeen oil portraits 

of the Qianlong period-portraits that Sotheby's Hong Kong recently 

received-and again later when I saw the originals, I felt that the portraits 
were both rare and valuable. Rare because oil paintings which originated 

in Europe and were rarely seen in China during the early period [Ming 
and early Qing], and valuable because the individuals depicted in the 
portraits had a hand in many important historical affairs of the Qing 

court and the appearance of these individuals was formerly nearly 
unknown. 

The portraits in these paintings are all bust portraits and are more or less 

the same size. They were painted with oil pigments on a multilayer base 
on Korean paper. The background colour covers the entire surface, with 
no white space of the paper showing through. In the upper right corner 

of the portrait, the rank and name of the individual is written in Chinese, 

and in the upper left corner there appears the same content in Manchu. 
But all of these portraits are unsigned by their painters. From the 

individuals in these portraits, we can see that they were not painted at 
the same time, and that the artists were not the same group of painters. 

For nine of these portraits -namely The Torgut and lmperial Prince 

Zebekdorj (lot 149). The Qoiot Beile [prince of the blood of the third 
degree] Buyancuk (lot 150), The Qoiot Beile Gungge (lot 151). The 
Torgut Noble of the First Rank Kirib (lot 152), The Torgut Noble of the 

First Rank Arakba (lot 153), The Qoiot Noble ofthe First Rank MonggBn 
(lot 154). The Qoiot Noble of the First Rank Noohai (lot 155). The 
Torgut Noble of the First Rank Zebekjab (lot 156), and The Coros Noble 

ofthe Fourth Rank Kenze (lot 157) -the painters probably included the 
court painter lgnaz Sichelbarth (Chinese name: Ai Qimeng, 1708-1780). 

from Bohemia. 

According to historical sources, the Mongolian Torgut tribe, which 
had herded for nearly half a century in the Volga river basin, moved 

in lm toward the east to their ancestral pastures around Ili under the 

leadership of Ubashi Khan and Zebekdorji (Ubashii son-in-law, lot 149), 
enduring many hardships and overcoming many obstacles along the 
way. When the Qianlong emperor approved this migration, it caused 

quite a stir for a while. The oil portrait of Ubashi, the Khan who led the 
Torgut tribe back to its homeland, is now housed in the Reiss-Engelhorn 
Museum in Mannheim, Germany (fig. l). The whereabouts of the other 

portraits were until now unknown. 

Among the recently emerged portraits is a portrait of the leader who led 
the Torgut tribe east to their homeland. The Torgut and Imperial Prince 

Zebekdorji, and the other portraits are all those of individuals who were 
leaders of the Torguts too. 

From the records of the archive of the workshop of the Qing Imperial 
Household Department, we learn that 'On 26th November [ ln i ] ,  
the workshop received from Director Li Wenzhao a stamped note 
stating that on 26th August, the eunuch Hu Shijie conveyed the 
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following imperial command: 'Have Fu Long'an [Manchu: Fulungga] 
et al. supervise Ai Qimeng [i.e., lgnaz Sichelbarth] to paint eight facial 

portraits, etc."' The present set is the best match so far to this recorded 
archive. For this reason. I think that the oil portrait of Ubashi was most 
likely painted by the Bohemian painter lgnaz Sichelbarth. And the 'eight 

facial portraits' mentioned in the archive record were very likely those 

of the eight Torgut leaders-Ubashi. Zebekdorji, etc.-who led the tribe 
back east to its homeland. According to historical sources. 'on ~ 1 s t  July 
[1771], the Emperor gave instructions that the surrendering senior Torgut 

nobles were to have an audience with the Emperor at the Summer 
Mountain Retreat, and that the imperial son-in-law Septenbaljur (lot 

143) was to ride post to meet them' (archive of the workshop of the 
Qing Imperial Household Department).' This record perfectly matches 

the timeframe of the events. Moreover, the painter lgnaz Sichelbarth 
presumably accompanied Septenbaljur to the Chengde mountain 

resort, for he had to paint the portraits of these Torgut leaders. After 
the court painters Giuseppe Castiglione (1688-1766) and Jean-Denis 
Attiret (1702-1768) passed away, Sichelbarth became the primary 

European painter at court. 

S e e  also Qing shigao [The Draft History of Qing], Benji 13. Gaozong benji 4. -Ed. 
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The other eight portraits in the group here presented-namely, Assistant 

Commander to the Left of the Border Patrol. Hero of Merit of the 

First Rank, Duke, Viscount of the First Rank, and Revenue Minister 
Fengiengge ( lot  141); The Assistant Commander to the Right of 

the Border Patrol, Commander of Chengdu, Hero of Merit of the First 

Rank, and Count Mingliyang ( lot  142); The Former lmperial Councilor, 
Commander of the lmperial Bodyguard, lmperial Son-in-Law, and lmperial 

Prince of the First Rank Septenbaour (lot 143); The lmperial Bodyguard 

of the Qianqingmen, lmperial Councilor, Commander of the Banner 
Guard, Commander of the Northwest Border Militia, Cultured Hero of 
the First Rank, and Baron Esentei ( lot 144); The lmperial Bodyguard, 

Commander of the Northwest Border Militia, Banner General, Hero of 

Merit of the Third Rank, and Baron Purpu (lot 145); The Former lmperial 
Counselor and Provincial Commander of Xibn Ha Guoxing (lot 146); The 
Commander of the Northwest Border Militia and Provincial Commander 

of the Chinese 7ioops in Xibn Ma Biao (lot 147); and The Commander of 
the Northwest Border Militia and Commander of Xihn ~ u l i n  (lot 148)- 
were of meritorious officers of the second Jinchuan Campaign (1771- 

1776). Among the meritorious officers of the campaign, Fengiengge 
was ranked second, Mingliyang was ranked third, Septenbaljur was 

ranked seventh, Esentei was ranked ninth, Purpu was ranked fourteenth, 
Ha Guoxina was ranked sixteenth, Ma Biao was ranked seventeenth, 

and ~ u l i n  was ranked nineteenth (see Yuchao zashi [Miscellaneous Facts 
about the Borderlands], by Zhao Shenzhen [1761-18251, and Qing shi 

gao [Draft History of the Qing Dynasty]). 

Among these portraits, two of them-The Former lmperial Councilor, 
Commander of the lmperial Bodyguard, lmperial Brother-in-Law, and 

lmperial Prince of the First Rank Septenbaour and The Former lmperial 

Counselor and Provincial Commander of Xi'an Ha Guoxing-have 
the word 'former' in front of all the titles, indicating that these two 

individuals had already passed away when the portrait was painted. All 
the individuals in these seventeen portraits had the honor of having their 
portraits hung in the Ziguangge (Hall of Purple Splendour). The formal 
portrait of one of these individuals. The Former lmperial Counselor and 

Provincial Commander of Xi'an Ha Guoxing, appeared on the auction 
market a few years back. This formal portrait is a vertical scroll of color 
on silk, measuring 185.5 centimeters in height and 94.5 centimeters in 

width. This painting contains a full-body portrait of Ha Guoxing. O n  the 
slip of paper appended at the top is an eulogy by the Qianlong emperor 

that reads: 

The Hui [nationality] living in the Empire are renowned for their gallantry. 

and the large Ha clans produced true military officers. When previously 
pacifying the rebels of Zanla (the Minor Jinchuan), [Ha Guoxing] played a 
key part in seizing several strategic points. Unfortunatel~ Ha died of illness 

before the military campaign concluded successfully 
- By the Emperor in the Spring of 1776 

There is also the same message in Manchu. This portrait can be 

appreciated and studied side by side with the oil portrait. 

This group of oil portraits may have been painted by the Italian court 

painter Giuseppe Panzi, possibly with the Chinese painter Lu Can 

assisting. 

Oil paintings in the Qing palaces were introduced to the Qing court by 

European missionary painters who worked for the court. A t  present, the 
earliest known oil portraits were painted by the Italian painter Giuseppe 
Castiglione, who painted beautiful portraits for the Qianlong emperor 

and his Empress and Consorts. These works are presently held by the 

Beijing Palace Museum and various French museums, and some oil 
portraits of meritorious officials are held by museums in Berlin and 
elsewhere. These oil paintings were originally held in the collection of 

the Qing palace, with the oil portraits of the Emperor and Empress kept 
in the Shouhuang Dian (Hall of lmperial Longevity) on Jing Shan (Scenic 
Hill) in Beijing and the oil portraits of various meritorious officials kept 

in the Ziguangge (Hall of Purple Splendour) in Zhongnanhai, Xiyuan, 
Beijing. 

From what I have seen and heard, fifteen portraits held by the 
Ethnological Museum of Berlin were or!ginally part of the Qing palace 
collection.' To list them, they are The Coros lmperial Prince of the First 
Rank Dawaci; The Dorbed Khan Cering; The Coros Du$ Dawa; The 

Dorbed Duke Buyan Tegus; The Dorbed Duke Batumongke The Dorbed 
Jasagh [banner head] and Beile Gangdorj; The Dorbed ~ a s k h  and Beile 
Prince Erdeni; The Dorbed Jasagh and Beile Prince Gendun (these first 

eight portraits belonging to the so called 'Dorbed' series); The Former 
Commander of the Northwest Border Mil i th and Banner General Nacin 
the Brave Koma; The Former Commander of the Northwest Border Militia 

and Banner General Jardan the Brave Forontai; The lmperial Bodyguard 
of the First Rank Yangdak the Brave Tortobw; The lmperial Bodyguard 
of the First Rank Zanla Mutar, Honored for Meritorious Service in the 

Second Jinchuan Campaign; The Native Sen~or Captain of the Military 

Colonists ~ u ~ d a n b a o  the Brave Ajungboo; The Chief of the Okj i  [a 
tribe in Jinchuan] Tukien the Brave Yamantar; and The Cosgiyab Chief 
Corgiyamz'an (these latter portraits being of meritorious officers from 

the second Jinchuan campaign). According to  research, the painters 
of these Qing-palace oil portraits housed in Berlin were probably the 
French missionary painter Jean-Denis AttiretS3 the Bohemian missionary 

painter lgnaz Sichelbarth, and the Italian missionary painter Giuseppe 
Panzi. The quality of these paintings is uneven, with the several portraits 
by Jean-Denis Attiret being the best. Portions of some of these 

portraits, such as clothing ornamentation or the background, may have 
been painted by Chinese court painters. 

These oil portraits were studies created for painting large portraits of 

meritorious oficials or large works of some other kind, and were not 
intended as formal works to be hung in the Ziguangge. Hence, having 
some draft quality about them. Among Qing court paintings that have 

come down to  us, such draft oil paintings are rare. Thus they particularly 
deserve to be treasured. 

' According to Dr. Harmut Walravens, there is no oil portrait in the Museum of East Asian 

Art of Berlin. -Ed. 

' For the so called 'Dorbed' w a i t s  only. -Ed. 
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Seventeen Portraits from the Imperial Collection 
Dr. Harmut Walravens 

~ ~ 

century. He was also a Premier Lieutenant in the 

German army and the owner of a splendid book 

and art collection. He married Gisella, the widow 

of Dr. Car1 Lanz Jr., CO-owner of a factory of 

agricultural machinery in Mannheim. Germany. 

When he and his wife passed away - there being 

no children - the collection was taken over (in 

1972) by a rare book dealer in Heidelberg who sold 

the portraits individually. The remaining portraits 

. were bought by E.J. Brill, the well-known Leiden 

publisher and bookseller who advertised them for 

sale in their Catalogue 544 (1985). When Brill gave 

up their second-hand book business, the stocks 

were taken over by another Dutch antiquarian 

dealer. The portraits in the present collection were 

all collected in the 1980s in Germany and in the 

Netherlands. 

FIG 1 X N  THOLCXND M M R E W R N A S  MVE, SCREEN. COL- FIG 2 PORW'TOF THE T M W I K I - l r W ,  A n  WWTED TO 
OUR ON SIK affi DYNASTY OlAhrONG PERIOD IGNAZSKIHEL€L+Q~ WOIMENG 1708-1780) ETALOIL ON I. The Mongolian Portraits 
PALACE MUSEUM BElJlffi PAPER QING DYNASTY MANLONG PERIOD. ORCA lm 
PATKM ANN BERGER EMARE OF EMPTNES BUDOHIST REUS-EKGEWORN MUSEUM WNHEIMGERWY We know of two known series of Mongol noble 
ARTANDPOUK'U ~ I n ' I N C n M l C H l N A  
HONOLWU.ZM)~. R 2. AUO IUWTRATED ON THE portraits that the Emperor commissioned to 
COVER 

be painted. The remains of the earlier series of 

portraits now in the possession of the Berlin Museum of Ethnology 
This collection is remarkable for several reasons: It is believed to be the 

consists of eight numbered pictures which are part of a set called the 
largest collection of paintings of its kind ever to be offered at auction. No 

mrbet Portraits, despite the fact that four of the nobles are called 
portrait of this type has been sold at auction before. These oil paintings 

coros and only the remaining four Dijrbet. We do not know how many 
were partially painted in Jehol (Bishu Shanzhuang) and partially in Beijing, 

portraits were commissioned. A t  any rate, all eight nobles belonged to 
but certainly all of them were finished in the Beijing Palace Workshop. They 

those West Mongols who submitted to the emperor in 1753 and were 
all date from the Qianlong era (1736-1796) and were part of the emperor's 

therefore welcomed and honoured. The new allies strengthened the 
plan of action for self-aggrandizement. The subjects were selected by 

Manchu-Chinese empire in its pacification of the Western territories 
the emperor himself, and a number of them were later honoured with 

(now Xinjiang province). 
eulogies written by the imperial brush. The portraits document two 

important events in the history of 18th-century China: The return of the 

Torgut tribe from Russia and the pacification of the mountainous areas in 
The Qianlong shilu (Veritable Records') provide us with a statement by 

Sichuan province. known as Gold River Country Some of the portrayed 
the Emperor as to why he had the portraits painted, which was namely 

figures are outstanding for their historical importance like the Torgut to give them to the portrayed and their families in honour of their 

Zebekdorji (lot 149) and the officers Fengjengge (lot 141). Mingliyang submission and the granting of imperial favour.' We may assume that he 

(lot 142), and Septenbaljur (lot 743). The portraits offer true likenesses, had made for his new allies, giving "Pies to them and 

not idealistic representations, and are therefore historical documents. keeping the originals for his war the Ziguangge. 

Painted in oil, they are also proof of the cultural transfer between East 

and West - the migration of artistic techniques and ideas. While the records do not provide a confirmation of the painter's identity, 

research demonstrates conclusively that he was the Jesuit Jean-Denis 

~h~ collection consists in its present form of two groups: one of Attiret' (1702-1768). a gifted portrait painter who did his work so well 

Portraits of Mongolian nobles from the Torgut series and the other that he convinced the Emperor to give up his resistance to portraits in 

group of of meritorious officers and civil servants from the oil and let him continue to work in this style. Attiret is known to have 

Jinchuan campaign. While they were both painted at the command of painted about 200 portraits. 

the emperor and more or less in the same context, namely that of his 'Ten 

Glorious Campaigns', there are some differences. The present collection of Mongol portraits from the second series 

appears to be very similar; the ethnic background of the nobles depicted 

Provenance is also diverse - four out of the nine from this series are Qoiot, four 

The collector, Dr. Wuensch, collected these paintings in the early 2 0 ~  Torguts and one coros. In this case, labels on the back of the paintings 
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provide us with the information that these pictures are part of a 'Torgut' 

set and their numbering indicates that there were at least 21. But why 

were these people portrayed by imperial command? In a way, they were 

'prodigal sons'. The Torguts were not however rebels who contritely 

sought the Emperor's forgiveness. They left China in about 1620 

because they suffered from oppression by the administration and moved 

to Russia where they settled on the banks of the Volga River. The Tsarist 

government treated them cautiously but after over a hundred years, the 

Russians put them under pressure and the leaders of the tribe decided 

to return to their original home. Led by Ubashi Khan, on 5"of January 

1771, they moved out and crossed over the frozen Volga River, with 

Russian troops at their heels and were confronted by hostile tribes. A 

considerable part of the population never lived to see the 'promised 

land' but died of overexertion, starvation or was killed in battle. Once 

back into China in Dzungaria (Xinjiang), they pledged allegiance to 

the Emperor. The Emperor welcomed the Torguts because they were 

the ideal people to move into the vast empty areas de-populated and 

devastated by his earlier campaign. For this reason, the Torguts were 

most welcome, their nobles treated royally, awarded Chinese titles and 

privileges - and were even painted! 

The Emperor also expressed his satisfaction of the return of the 

Torguts in stone inscriptions, and through one of Jesuit Father Amiot's 

translations, the story became known in Europe just few years after the 

fact.' The memorable trek of the Torguts was also vividly recounted by 

Sven Hedin in his book Jehol(1932).' 

The Mongol portraits of both sets - Dorbeds and Torguts - are similar 

in style and size and might easily be considered part of one set if it were 

not for the difference in historical background. In some biographies it is 

stated that the nobles were portrayed when they went for an audience 

in Jehol in 1771, immediately after their arrival from Russia. We may 

assume that the Emperor also in this case offered the nobles their 

portraits as keepsakes but kept the originals for himself. See a painting in 

the Palace Museum, Beijing commemorating this event (fig. 1). 

Here again, we do not know their exact number and where they were 

kept. We may assume, however, that they too were stored in the 

Ziguangge. the Hall of Purple Splendour (the War Memorial). In all 

those cases where there is a hint to the provenance in Beijing, German 

sources speak of the 'Mongol Pavilion'. or 'Mongol Palace'. There is 

little doubt that the Ziguangge with the annexed Wuchengdian, where 

traditionally the foreign envoys and Mongol allies were received and 

entertained, is meant. 

Who was the painter? Jean-Denis Attiret (1702-1768) had passed away 

in 1768; Giuseppe Castiglione (1688-1766), the best-known European 

painter in China died two years earlier in 1766. When Giuseppe Panzi 

(1734-1811), a new Jesuit painter, arrived from Europe in 1771, the only 

other Jesuit painter at the Chinese court at the time this event took 

place was lgnaz Sichelbarth (Ai Qimeng, 1708-1780), a modest man who 

although a gifted and skilful painter, lived in the shadow of Castiglione. 

Little is known about him and he only recently became the object of 

scholarly research, not least triggered by the splendid exhibits of the 

Palace Museum, e.g. in Macau. His best-known pictures are portrayals 

of animals - horses, deer, monkeys, etc. The subjects were dictated by 

the Emperor himself and not the choice of the painter. 

Sichelbarth was experienced in portrait painting even though he may 

not have had the same predilection for this genre as Fr. Attiret. O n  an 

earlier occasion we know that the Emperor ordered him to copy the 

faces into the full-size portraits otherwise done by court painters. 

Other portraits from the Torgut set have not yet been located. Only 

three others are known from the Brill sales catalogue. They are the 

pictures of Ubashi Khan (Iledkel <astir 125, 666) now in the Reiss- 

Engelhorn Museum in Mannheim. Germany (fig. 2), Momuntu (Iledkel 

Castir 128, 673) (location unknown), and Yerempil (Iledkel iastir 129, 

681) (location unknown). respectively; they form nos. 1, 7 and 9 of the 

set. Ubasi Khan was certainly the key figure as he led the Torguts from 

Russian back to Mongolia, with Zebekdorji pulling the strings in the 

background. 

II. Heroes of the Military Campaigns 

The second group of portraits pertains to warriors who excelled through 

their bravery and military skills, i.e. efficient strategy. During the last 15 

to 20 years, a number of 'bannermen' paintings have come to light and 

were sold at auction. The present eight pictures are different from those. 

however, as they are not full-length hanging scrolls but bust portraits in 

oil, very similar to the likenesses of the Mongolian princes. 

The Context 

The Qianlong emperor was a far-sighted warrior, an able administrator. 

a prolific poet and author, an occasional painter, and a patron of the 

arts and sciences. He enlarged the Chinese empire tremendously 

through his 'Ten Glorious Campaigns'5 and led China to an economic 

and cultural high. O n  the other hand, his wars cost fortunes and were 

more than China could afford in the long run. He increased the multi- 

ethnicity of the empire by his conquests, although this would lead to 

problems in the future. Nevertheless, he was a great ruler, one of the 

most remarkable the empire ever had. He created and nourished the 

myth of a wise and benevolent sovereign who was favoured by Heaven 

and therefore successful in his undertakings. Constantly at the service of 

his people, he created a peaceful empire (pax sinica). 

The Qianlong emperor did his best to document and glorify his military 

exploits: 

He had huge battle paintings painted on silk to be hung in the 

Ziguangge, which was designed as a war memorial. While there are 16 

such paintings related to the achievements of the Turkestan campaign 

(1758-59). there was only one for the Taiwan campaign (1787-88). 

Although the latter however, combined a number of scenes. 

He had these huge paintings turned into copper-engravings; the first 

set in 16 sheets was engraved in Paris, the following series in Beijing. 

There are 76 in total for the Qianlong campaigns. 

He had 280 meritorious officers painted for display in the Ziguangge 

complex. 

He had the details of the campaigns minutely documented in 'strategic 

plans' (fanglue, bodogon-i bithe), voluminous chronicles. 

He composed victory inscriptions which were erected in the 

respective places as well as in the Guozijian in Beijing. 

Important texts were carved in jade slabs which were strung together 

to form 'books' (jade books). 



- H e  had victory hymns composed to be sung and performed at victory o f  the 'Manchu general Huerzhaba'; the researchers took part of  the 

banquets. general's title ('the resolute hero') as his name and ignored his real name 

- He  had monographs of  the newly conquered territories compiled, e.g. completely. 

Xiyu tuzhi. 

- He  had a huge new map o f  the empire made which included the new Therefore the list of  portraits as given in 1990' is now under revision; 

territories (usually called Qianlong shisan~aitu). for this purpose the Manchu spelling (Manchu has an alphabetical 

script) is more helpful than the Chinese - He had a hexaglot dictionary published 

to explain all the new and foreign names 

o f  places and people (Xiyu tongwenzhi). 

- He  had a number of  temples, some 

Lamaist, built in Jehol to prove that he 

was a protector of  Buddhism, especially 

the creed o f  the new Western part of the 

empire. 

- He  had the Buddhist canon printed in 

the four major languages of  the empire. 

- He  compiled a collection of  his many 

writings concerning his 'Ten Glorious 

Campaigns' (Yuzhi shiwen shiquan). 

- H e  also h a d  t w o  ed i t i ons  o f  a 

quadrilingual general dictionary, the 

Manju gisun-i buleku bithe, printed. A 
pentaglot version remained unpublished. 

- A n d  he had a huge imperial library 

(Siku quanshu) with a critical catalogue 

distributed to seven locations throughout 

the empire. The preliminary necessary 

search for rare books provided a splendid 

6ccasion to  seize and ban anti-Manchu 

$ritings. 

Thus it becomes apparent that the portraits 

of  the military heroes were but a mosaic 

stone in a carefully designed glorification 

project. 

From the sources, we know that altogether 

probably 280 individual figures (265 are 

documented) were selected to be painted 

for the Qianlong campaigns: 

Xinjiang campaign - 50 + 50 

Jinchuan campaign - 50 + 50 

Taiwan campaign - 20 + 30 

Gurkha campaign - 15 + 15' 

rendering. In some cases the correct name 

will only be established when the Manchu 

(or Mongolian) version becomes available. 

(See index of names on pages 106-107). 

The Portraits 

Research during the last 30 years has 

brought to light some good studies on 

the subject. However, they showed at the 

same time the sources are very scarce - in 

regards to imperial orders, the time frames. 

the procedure of making the portraits, the 

painters, the factory-like production, and 

the exact storage. The same applies to 

different versions of the portraits. 

We are sure about the existence of  three 

clearly distinct versions (there may be 

more) even if their relationship and their 

place in the painting and manufacturing 

process have been mainly a matter o f  

intelligent guesses. 

Best known are the almost life-size hanging 

scrolls that are very impressive and show 

the respective person in all his splendour, in 

his official robe or armour, with crossbow, 

sword and the insignia o f  rank. The shitang 

('poetry hall') above the figures in the 

painting contains a poetic eulogy, either 

written by the emperor himself, or, for lesser 

heroes by high courtiers. both in Manchu 

and Chinese and adorned with the official 

oval red seal of the Qianlong emperor 

(Qianlong yulan zhibao) in between the two 

language versions. See a painting of Yisamu that was sold at Sotheby's 

Hong Kong 9' October 2007, lot 1314 (fig. 3). 

The first set comprises the more prominent heroes, the second the 

lesser, respectively. 

The Names 

Many of  the brave warriors were not ethnically Chinese as can be seen 

from the names already. The majority were of Mongol and Manchu 

origins while the Chinese formed a comparatively smaller number. 

The names have been a source for confusion; thus when the portrait 

of Janggimboo came up for auction it was advertised as the portrait 
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Then we have some fragments o f  handscrolls which are, of course 

convenient in size, and only provide the eulogies in Chinese. In the case 

of  some single sheets (not mounted) it is doubtful whether they were 

ever meant to be part of  a handscroll, and one may assume that they 

were intended to  form an album. If so, this would mean an additional 

version. 

A handscroll showing the heroes of  the Xinjiang campaign was 

completed by Jin Tingbiaoe (d. 1767) in the sixth month of 1760. The 

emperor personalty copied the eulogies to the portraits and affixed no 

less than 62 seals on the scroll. One year later the painter received orders 



to  start on the second scrolL9 Ten paintings from this campaign were sold format. Sichelbarth was to  paint in the faces and apply colours. The 

at Sotheby's New York 31R March - I* April 2005, lot 280 (fig. 4). second entry [19' day of the fifth month of  Qianlong 29' year of  reign 

(1764)l records only a short instruction to  be observed in the production 

Another handscroll, a fragment comprising 17 portraits (sold at Sotheby's of the portraits of  the fifty officials of lesser merit - the drapery folds to 

New York on I" June 1992, lot 77) was done by Jia Quan and finished be first sketches for approval by painters from the Painting Academy. 

in 1779, according to the imperial catalogue Shiqu bao j  The date on the This change in the choice of the work-force probably signifies the 

scroll is 1776 (which were the date of  the eulogies). however.'' Emperor's dissatisfaction with the result of  similar work done by the 

And lastly, we have the 

bust (half-length) portraits 

done in oil on (Korean) 

paper as in the present 

co l l ec t i on .  T h e y  are 

generally approximately 

70 by 50 cm in size and 

have captions in Manchu 

and Chinese but not the 

full eulogies. 

It may be useful to recall 

how these portraits were 

painted. As o f  yet no 

enamel workshop painters in the portraits of  the first group.13 

Z b c f :  A.=:-. , .cz: 
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FIG. 4 YTOF TEN IM.DERLU EANNERt-fENPAINTlM;S, ATTRIBUTED TO JIN TlNGBlAO (FL 1757-1767). INK AND COLOUR ON PAPER 01% 
DYNASTY QlANLOm PERIOD Cl- 1760 
SOTHEBYS NEW YORK 3lST MARCH - 1ST APRIL2005 LOT 280 

Chinese sources have come to light, but we do have information in 

Father Amiot's biography of Fr. Attiret:" 

'During the whole duration of  the war against the Eleuths and the 

allied other Tatars. as soon as the imperial troops had won a victory, 

i.e. had conquered a town or subdued a tribe, the painters were 

immediately ordered to sketch the event. Those who had the greatest 

share in these achievements among the high officers were selected 

to  be represented in the pictures according to their performance. But 

how should one paint people who were not present? Those who were 

supposed to serve as models were not available; sometimes they 

were even in areas more than 800 miles away from the capital. But 

that was no obstacle! They were ordered to appear at court, and they 

arrived with such a speed that only the Tatars were capable of. They 

were ordered to  come to  audience on the day of  their arrival. The 

Emperor asked them about whatever he wanted to know, had their 

portraits sketched and sent them back out to the army. All parties 

acted with such a haste that the arrival of these officers became 

known only after they had left already and the painters had one or 

two hours at most to put them on the canvas - a work which under 

different circumstances would have taken them two or three days.' 

The task is to put these versions into a consistent and sensible context. 

This is complicated by the scarcity of  sources which leaves us to  some 

speculation, and also by additional information which makes the puzzle 

harder to  solve. 

According to  a note dated to the 14th day of the tenth month of  

Qianlong 28' year of  reign (1763)12 two days earlier orders had been 

issued for portraits of  the first Xinjiang series to be made in ink and 

colour on silk, its responsibilities shared by Jin Tingbiao (fl. 1757-1767), 

lgnaz Sichelbarth (1708-1780) and painters from the workshop for the 

manufacture of enamel wares. Jin was to enlarge the images of  the 

figures from the first scroll of the handscroll into the hanging scroll 

The  Painting of the 

Portraits 
Reviewing the scarce 

evidence, the most l o g d  

pattern is as following 

(exemplified by the Xinjiang 

campaign (1758-59)): 

Before 1760: The portraits 

were successively sketched 

whenever the emperor 

selected the respective 

heroes and ordered them 

to  come to audience. These sketches were turned into bust portraits 

in oil, by Fr. Attiret who was the portrait specialist at the court. It may 

be possible that he was supported in his work by Fr. Castiglione when 

necessary. 

1760, sixth month: Jin Tingbiao completes the first handscroll. 

1761: he receives orders to start on the second one which may have 

been finished in 1762. 

1763, tenth month: The Emperor orders the production of hanging 

scrolls on the basis of  the first handscroll. 

1764, fifth month: Decree regarding the second set of  hanging 

scrolls based on the second handscroll. 

There seems to be a contradiction in the statement by Fuchsl' that 

at the New Year celebrations of 1761 the large battle pictures and the 

portraits of the war heroes were exhibited in the Ziguangge, as indicated 

by an imperial poem. A n  explanation would be that the pictures 

exhibited were the bust portraits the last of  which were probably only 

finished in 1760 at the end of  the campaign. It would have been a tour 

de force, even for an absolute ruler, to  have these 100 portraits turned 

into hanging scrolls just within a few months, while the painters were still 

busy with the production of  the huge battle paintings on silk. 

The preceding format would lead to the conclusion that the emperor 

was pleased with the bust portraits, which also helped with the large 

battle paintings by allowing the artists to  insert the real likenesses of  the 

heroes. But they were not really 'showy' enough for his war memorial. So 

he had Jin Tingbiao prepare a handscroll with full figures, which allowed 

him to see the portraits in context. The sequential arrangement is by 

rank within each section of  50. Apparently the Emperor wanted 'living' 

pictures and so he turned the array of  heroes into a choreography - 
individual people turning left or right, looking you in the eye, holding 

their weapons, etc. While this accounts for a more vivid representation, 

it also causes practical problems: often the figures do not seem in 



agreement with human anatomy and movement. and therefore look The eight portraits all belong to the second Jinchuan campaign (1771- 

slightly awkward. While the oil portrait perhaps showed the face gazing 1776), and there the first set, comprising the most prominent warriors 

directly at the onlooker, the figure may turn to the left or right: a contrast which were later honoured by imperial eulogies. While the picture 

not easy to harmonize. of AgBi, the leader of the campaign is not part of the collection, the 

next two generals in command, Fengiengge and Mingliyang, are 

The handscrolls allowed the Emperor to add his eulogies by looking at represented, as well as Septenbaljur, Imperial Son-in-Law, and other 

the whole sequence of heroes. 

The next step is logical - life-size portraits 

with insignia and paraphernalia were much 

more suited to the war memorial and 

certainly impressive. Also in comparison 

with the huge battle paintings they would 

not just be tiny accessories that would 

dwindle from the onlooker's eyes. 

This interpretation neatly accommodates 

all known facts and leads to some 

conclusions: 

- The bust portraits in oil are the primary 

versions of the full-size portraits. and 

the master copies as far as an exact 

representation of the persons' faces 

go. Thus they are of extreme historical 

value. They were finished in 1760, done 

by Fr. Attiret. 

- The handscrolls are revealed as working 

copies, both for the Emperor, for quick 

identification, and for the painters when 

they generated the life-size hanging 

scrolls. They were done by Jin Tingbiao. 

- Creating the life-size portraits took 

almost two years. Jin Tingbiao was 

apparently the painter in charge, for 

the layout and the whole ensemble. 

He was supported by a team of court 

painters for the routine matters like 

drapery folds. Attiret's oil portraits were 

used by lgnaz Sichelbarth who carefully 

copied the faces into the blank spaces 

left for this purpose. We know from the 

Cemcukjab scroll'5 (fig. 5) that these blank spaces carried the name 

of the person in Manchu in order to avoid mistakes which might easily 

happen when dealing with 100 pictures at a time. 

- So far the hanging scrolls were dated 1760, quite understandably as 

the date appeared on the eulogies. But as we see from the preceding 

argumentation these scrolls were only finished in 1763 and 1764, 

respectively. Therefore the date refers only to the eulogies not to the 

completion of the hanging scrolls. 

With regard to the eight oil portraits of meritorious officers in the 

present sale, it may now be confirmed that they are the primary, the 

earliest and most reliable version of the pictures while the hanging 

scrolls are to be considered a tertiary stage. 
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prominent officer (the Roman numeral in 

front of the name refers to the campaign 

(Ill) and the Arabic numeral was written 

on the label in order of their importance): 

111,2: Fengiengge 

111, 3: Mingliyang 

111.7: Septenbaljur 

111.9: Esentei 

111. 14: Purpu 

Ill. 16: Ha Guoxing 

111. 17: Ma Biao 

111, 19: &din 

The Second Jinchuan Campaign 
When a rebellion broke out in Xiao 

Jinchuan (Lesser Gold River Country) 

in Sichuan Province in 1771, the Emperor 

dispatched the Manchu General Wenfu 

from Yunnan to Sichuan to quell the 

uprising. He managed to paciFy the area 

but the chief rebel escaped. In 1773 a 

new rebellion broke out in Xiao Jinchuan, 

which was reconquered despite heavy 

losses with the help of the Generals Fude 

and Mingliyang. Da Jinchuan (Greater 

Gold River Country) resisted the imperial 

forces for three years. The rebels were in 

an excellent defensive position owing to 

their stone forts, but Finally with the use of 

cannons, cast by the Jesuit Felix da Rocha, 

the rebels submitted. The campaign cost 

70 million silver taels and was thus twice 

as expensive as the previous Eastern 

Turkestan war. 

Dating and The Painters 
While the campaign was waging and only just finishing after Five 

years of warfare in 1776, the eight pictures would have been painted 

simultaneously. At  that time Fr. Attiret (d. 1768) and Castiglione (d. 

1766) were no longer alive. So we may assume that Fr. Sichelbarth was 

responsible for these portraits, probably supported by Fr. Giuseppe 

Panzi and assistants. Panzi was good at portraits - he painted the 

Emperor (fig. 6), as well as Father Amiot, and the powerful official 

Heien. As Fr. Sichelbarth's health was deteriorating, a good part of 

the work if not the lion's share may have been done by Panzi who 

had arrived at Beijing in 1771. The project leader for the later steps, 

handscrolls and hanging scrolls was apparently Jia Quan.16 



Costume 
Baturu is the Manchu word for Brave (from Mongolian bagatur), and this 

honour was conferred solely for active service in the field and praised by 

laudatory epithets. With this distinction conferred, one was allowed the 

right to  wear the peacock feather in their hat, should the recipient not 

already have attained the privilege. 

The peacock feather is arranged in three classes: 

- The three-eyed feather was only conferred on imperial princes o f  the 

first six degrees or very distinguished individuals, not unusually for 

single military achievements. 

- The double-eyed feather and 

- the single-eyed feather, were conferred as an ordinary form of reward 

for public service and often obtained by purchase. 

The official ranks in the civil and military service systems were indicated 

by the buttons on top of  their hats and the embroidered rank badges. 

The red buttons on these paintings were made of ruby for the first rank 

and coral for the second rank. The military rank badges included in these 

paintings are the qilin for the first rank and the leopard for the third rank. 

Court necklaces (chaozhu) had to  be worn with court robes by 

members of the imperial family, princes and high dignitaries as well as 

officials from the 5th rank upwards and military officers from the 4th 

rank upwards. A chaozhu consists of 108 beads, based on the Buddhist 

'rosary', and divided into four sections by larger beads, called fotou 

(Buddha heads); from a calabash-shaped bead fotou ta. (Buddha head 

stupa), an additional string hangs down on the back. Another three short 

strings (jinian, memory string) of  ten beads each, are also connected 

and worn two on the left and one on the right. These chaozhu were 

made o f  a variety o f  materials like coral. lapis lazuli, amber, agate, 

tourmaline, crystal, rubies, sapphire, jade, and of  course pearls. The latter, 

as the most precious were reserved for the emperor and the empress 

(dowager), and lower ranks were only allowed a very small number of  

them, as regulated in the statutes of the dynasty. 

Earrings were usually worn by Mongol nobles, not by Chinese or 

Manchu officials. 

The biographies of the individual figures will be discussed individually 

within each lot. 

FIG 6 POOTMffEHPER3R MYLONG INCOURTROBE. ATTRIBUTED TO GlUSEpPE P N Z I  (IT34-1812). 
01% DYNASTY. .ANLONG PER30 
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF FENGSENGGE 
AlTRlBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780), ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD. CIRCA 1771-1776 

oil on Korean paper 

the bust portrait depicting a commanding officer of  the Q ing  empire in frontal view, dressed in a full set 

of armour, wearing an iron battle helmet with Sanskrit script picked-out in gilt on the brim of  the helmet, 

the protective flaps extending down from the base of  the helmet framing his youthful face enhanced by a 

thin mustache, his grey suit of  armour studded with brass bosses with epaulettes on both shoulders and an 

circular iron chestplate protecting his chest, his left hand holding a vertical long wooden shaft, all against a 

bluish-grey background, the upper left corner inscribed vertically in Manchu ('Commander o f  the Imperial 

Guard. Assistant Commander to  the Left of the Border Protection Forces. President of  a Ministry, Banner 

General, Hero of  Merit. Duke of  the first rank, Viscount of  the first rank, Fengiengge'). the upper left 

corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed Ping[ding]liang Jinchuan gongchen xiang di 
er ('The second painting from the series of  meritorious officials who contributed in conquering the two 

Jinchuan [the major and minor]') 
72.5 by 55.9 cm., 28% by 22 in. 

PROVENANCE 

Dr. Wuensch, Germany, early 20th century. 

A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 

E.J. Brill. Leiden. Netherlands. 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544. Leiden. 1985. no. I. 

YiKk : 

E.J. Brill (Catalogue 544) X@ 1985% %%l 
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141 DETAIL 

The Manchu transliteration: 
Hiya kadalara dorgi amban jecen be toktobure hash6 ergi aisilara 
jiyanggiy6n [booi]jurgan-i aliha amban g6sa be kadalara amban. uju jergi 
faiiangga baturu gung uju jergi jingkini hafan Fengiengge 

English translation: 
Commander of the Imperial Guard, Assistant Commander to the Left 
of the Border Protection Forces, President of a M i n i m ,  Banner General. 
Hero of Merit, Duke of the first rank, Viscount of the first rank, Fengiengge 

Fengiengge (d. 1777) was a member of the Niohuru family of the Manchu 
Bordered Yellow Banner, the son of the Duke Arig6n (d. 1770) who served 
on the Burma campaign under Fuheng. In 1760 Fengiengge became a 
bodyguard of h e  3rd degree. In 1769 he inherited the rank of a Duke of 
the first degree and became Senior Assistant Chamberlain of the Imperial 
Bodyguard (neidachen). in 1772 he was ordered to proceed to Jinchuan 
where he became Councillor to the Military-Governor (canzan dachen). 
His military exploits in Jinchuan were very successful, and he received 
imperial presents and as the biography emphasized, was painted. He 
died in i m  and was posthumously awarded the honorary title of Grand 
Guardian of the Heir Apparent (Taili taibao). His posthumous name was 
chengwu. 

There is a handscroll version of this painting that was part of a group of 
seventeen paintings sold in our New York rooms 1st June 1992, lot 77 
(fig. I). The Qianlong emperor wrote his eulogy: 

Fengiengge, Pacifier of the Frontier Vice-General of the Right First 
Class, Conferred Title 'Dauntless and Resolute Heir to Courage Duke' 
and Raised One Rank to President of the Board of Revenue. 
As he did not move from Yixi, this demontrates his clear understanding 
of developments before they actually occur. 
Thereaker, as Vice-General for the entire western region, 
He inspired troops in person and at Shiinkerdzung he was in charge of 

FIG. 1 FENGSENSGE HANDSCROLL VERSION 
WENTEEN MERlTORlWS GENERALS AND 0FF:CIAI.S BY JIA W M .  DETAIL I775 

m- n m  m a m + m ~  IP <PZSJIIE+~EI> r e  (rats) 

forces that advanced to take it. 
He is a loyal minister of the State, a "Courageous Heir" to his forebear 

The Emperor further elaborates: 

During the summer of the guisi year [21th May-17th August l m ]  
since the Rardan [Chinese 'Cuqin' tribe of the Jinchuan Val!ey] rebels 
had colluded with the previously subdued Tsanla tribe [of the Lesser 
Jinchuan Valley], they surreptitiously stirred up revolt. A t  the time, 
Sengge was stationed with troops at Yixi, so I ordered him to go to 
Dabanzhao [Maogong district, Sihuan], which was nearby, to surround 
and suppress them. By the time Fengiengge received my order, 
though he was already aware of what was happening at Muguomu 
Mountain [the massacre of Qing forces in Maogong dism'ct], he had not 
yet received news from Agui's [(1717-1797) Chief Area Commander] 
garrison, so feared that our military strength along the Chuospabu 
corridor r ibetan 'Chosgyab" and Manchu ' C o s g i y a b ~ o u l d  be 
divided. However, since to send troops there would not be to our 
advantage, in the end he never moved forces forward. When his report 
reached me, I was delighted at how perceptive he was and dispatched 
a special order that he be rewarded and encouraged. Shunkerdzung 
[NE Maogong district] was strategically an extremely important place 
and moreover was at the rear of our forces. Fengiengge led the 
troops that advanced to take it, some cutting their way direct+ into 
the stronghold and others scaling ladders over the walls to enter it, 
thus capturing the stronghold and killing all the rebels. I was delighted 
at his bravery, and he certainly brought no shame to the tradition 
established by his forebearers the Baturu rconquering Herol] Duke 
Eyidu [(1562-1621) [see Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period, pp. 221- 
222; Fengiengge was the great-grandson of Eyiteng, Eyidu's younger 
brother.] Therefore, in addition to the rank of Duke conferred on him, 
the two characters Ji Yong (Heir to Courage) is added to his banner. 
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF MlNGLlYANG 
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771-1776 

oil on Korean paper 

the bust portrait depicting a commanding officer of the Qing empire in frontal view, dressed 

in a full set of armour, wearing an iron battle helmet with Sanskrit script picked-out in gilt on 

the brim of the helmet, the full protective flaps extending down From the base of the helmet 

framing his weathered face enhanced by a trimmed mustache and a faint goatee, his grey suit 

of armour studded with brass bosses with epaulettes on both shoulders, all against a bluish-grey 

background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Dingbian 

youfu jiangjun Chengdu jiangjun yideng xiangyong bo Mingliang (Assistant Commander to the 

Right fo the Border Protection Forces. Commander of Chengdu, Marquis of the first rank, 

with the designation Hero of Merit, Mingliyang'), and repeated in Manchu on the upper left 

corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed Pingding liang 

Jinchuan gongchen xiang disan (The third painting from the series of meritorious officials who 

contributed in conquering the two Jinchuan [the major and minor]') 
72.5 by 56 cm., 28% by 22 in. 

PROVENANCE 

Dr. Wuensch, Germany, early 20th century. 

A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 

E.J. Brill. Leiden. Netherlands, 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 2 

RR : 
Wuensch P* @B r+f W n  
CH%@%B@BA 
E.J. Brill %a &%i - 19859 

xi% 
E.J. Brill <Catalogue 544) * V 19859 %%2 
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The Manchu transliteration: 
Jecen be toktobure ici ergi aisilara jiyangiy6n Cengdu-i jiyanggiyh uju 

jergi faifangga baturu be Mingliyan 

The English translation: 
Assistant Commander to the Right fo the Border Protection Forces, 
Commander of Chengdu, Marquis of the first rank with the designation 

Hero of Merit. Mingliyang 

Mingliyang (1735-1822). courtesy name (zi) Yinzhai, was a member of 

a famous family of the Manhu Fuca clan. His uncle was the important 

statesman Fuheng, and one of his aunts was the first wife of the Qianlong 
Emperor. His father, Guangcheng, was less prominent but attained the 
position of lieutenant-general of a banner. Mingliyanq passed the state 

examination as a licentiate and in 1753 married a yeat-granddaughter of 
the Kangxi Emperor. He intended to take further examinations but the 

emperor sent him to Ili as commander of the troops there; in 1766 he was 

appointed assistant military governor at Jilin and in 1768 transferred to 
Ningguta. He participated in the war against Burma and then from i m  to 
i n 6  fought against the Jinchuan rebels in Sichuan; for his services during 

this campaign he was awarded the title Count of Xiangyong (Zeal and 
Bravery) of the first class and his portrait was painted for the Hall of Purple 

Splendour. The emperor commended him in a poem which was later 

added to the full-size portrait: 

All by himself he commanded the troops of one way [the Southern 
army]; 
Several times he fought and killed the rebels. 
As child of a relatedfto the emperor] noble family he was awarded 
hereditary favours. 
He showed his sincerity and accumulated merit; this was seen with joy 
andappreciation. 
He was then appointed general of Chengdu and also put in charge of 
Jinchuan. 

His checkered career after Jinhuan shows the ups and downs that even 
a relative of the imperial family had to endure. It was probably due to his 

skill and reputation as a superior strategist that he was recalled each time 
after his dismissal. And everytime, he climbed the ladder again quickly. 

apparently convincing not only his direct superiors but also the Emperor 
of his potential and achievements. At least some of his 'sins' look rather 

trivial from today's point of view, also in comparison with what some of his 

contemporaries got away with. 

A brief survey of Mingliyang's life after his award for the Jinchuan 

achievements include 
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- 1776 Mingliyang is appointed Manchu General of Chengdu, a new 

position created to control the affairs of the Jinchuan Tanguts and 

including responsibility for the Manhu and Chinese troops and the 

officials. 
- l778 Mingliyang is  appointed Provincial Commander-in-Chief. 

- 1781 Mingliyang is appointed military Lieutenant-Govemor in Ururnchi, 

after helping to suppress the Gansu Muslim rebellion. 

- 1783 Arrested and sentenced to execution on the charge of not having 
prevented a prisoner from committing suicide. 

- 1784 Set free, he receives the rank of a Junior Imperial Bodyguard and is 

sent to help quell a further Muslim rebellion in Gansu. 

- 1785 Commended for bravery, he becomes Captain-General of the 
Guard Division. 

- 1785-92 Assistant Military-Governor at Ili, at U5 and at Kafgar. 
successively. 

- 1791-92 Appointed Military-Govemor of Heilongjiang. 
- 1795 Again cashiered on the charge of cornpe!ling his subordinates to 

sell to him goods at reduced prices. He has to serve as a commoner in 
Urumchi. 

- 1796 He helps cornbatting the Bailianjiao (White Lotus) rebels in Hub; 
he is appointed Senior Imperial Bodyguard again. 

- 1797 After the pacification of h Miao, he is awarded the title of Count 

Xiangyong of the second class. 
- 1798 For errors committed in directing the campaign in 1798 he 

is arrested and stripped of his title. As he is urgently needed, he is 

allowed to redeem himself by fighting under General Derentei. For his 
achievements he is promoted to Deputy Lieutenant-General. 

- 1800 Mingliyang is again stripped of his ranks and sentenced to death 
but is pardoned by the emperor. Later in 1800 he is again degraded, and 
he is punished again in 1810. 

Nevertheless, finally he attains the position of Grand Secretary and is raised 
to the rank of a Marquis Xiangyong of the third dass. He served the empire 
for seventy years. 

He seems to have been an excellent soldier which left him little time for 
other pastimes or studies; he was a mediocre calligrapher and painter of 
bamboo. 

Mingljang is the only figure out of the 280 figures in which all three 

paintedversions are known. The full-size hanging portrait is in the Museum 

of East Asian Art in Cologne (fig. I) and the handscroll version was sold in 

our New York rooms 1st June 1992. lot 77 (fig. 2). 
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF SEPTENBALJUR 
ATTRIBUTED T O  IGNAZ SICHELBARTH (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD. CIRCA 1771-1776 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting a commanding officer and imperial prince of the Qing empire in 
frontal view, dressed in a Full set of armour, wearing an iron battle helmet with Sanskrit script 
picked-out in gilt on the brim of the helmet, the protective flaps extending down from the 
base of the helmet framing his oblong face set off by his scruffy mustache and wispy goatee, 
his grey suit of armour studded with brass bosses with epaulettes on both shoulders and 
five circular iron patches below on each sleeve, his chest protected by a large circular iron 
chestplate, with the suit secured by a strap tied below, all against a bluish-grey background, the 
upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese characters with Yuan canzan dachen lingshiwei 
nei dachen gulun efu zeng heshi qinwang Sebutengbaerzhuer ('lmperial Councillor, Commander 
of the lmperial Bodyguard, lmperial Son-in-Law, lmperial Prince of the first rank, Septenbaljur', 
repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with 
a yellow label inscribed Pingding liang Jinchuan gongchen xiang di chi ('The seventh painting 
from the series of meritorious officials who contributed in conquering the two Jinchuan [the 
major and minor]? 
72.7 by 55.6 cm.. 28% by 21% in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch. Germany, early 20th centurv. , , 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill. Leiden. Netherlands, 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 3. 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Hebei amban hiya kadalara dorgi amban gurun-i efu hojoi cin wang bihe 

Sep tenbaljur 

The English translation: 

Imperial Councillor, Commander of the lrnperial Bodyguard, Imperial Son- 

in-law, Imperial Prince of the first rank Septenbaljur 

Septenbaljur (d. 1775) was the third son of Lobzang Gunbu. In 1743 he 

became Fuguo gong! In 1746 he was married to Hejing (1731-1795) third 

daughter of the Qianlong emperor. Like Mingliyang, despite being related 

to the Emperor, he too had a spotty military career with many promotions 

and demotions. In 1752 he succeeded as Jasak hogoi darhanz cinwang. In 

1755 he earned merit in the Turlcestan campaign. In 1756 he was demoted 

to gong again after he had contracted the Emperor's displeasure and had 

been stripped of his rank In 1758 he became Hoioi cinwang again. In 1771, 

he was on hand to welcome the Torguts to the imperial summer retreat in 

Jehol (see lots 149-157). In 1772 he was again scraped from the official list 

but he earned merit in the second Jinchuan campaign, and his former rank 

was restored. He died in 1775 from an illness. As imperial son-in-law he has 

a relatively detailed biography despite the fact that he was degraded more 

than once. His eldest son. Elezhetemuereerkebabai. continued the lineage 

as Doroi beile. 

The Emperor wrote his eulogy which was inscribed on the full-scale 

hanging portrait and the handscroll, the whereabouts of which are currently 

unknown. 

A t  Yixi he exerted himself to the utmost and had military successes 

one upon another. 

Brave and loyal, he continued to rally his troops despite being struck 

with illness while in camp, 

about which he ordered that i t  not be reported to me. 

What a pity that in the end he failed to rise from his sickbed 

and never saw his achievements realized. 

' Prince of the bbod, either of th 6th or the 8th degree, depending on 
specification. 

An old Mongolian tide which is appended to the name of Princes who have 
distinguished themselves. It caries with it an increased allowance. 

40 ; ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND CONDITION REPORTS AT SOTHEBY- 



144 
AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF ESENTEI 
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780). ET AL. 
QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD. CIRCA 1771-1776 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting a commanding officer of the Qing empire in frontal view, dressed in 
a plain brown robe trimmed with a blue collar and donning an official's hat with a red button of 
the second rank and a one-eyed peacock feather, his rugged features bearing a slightly uneven 
mustache and a short goatee, all against a bluish-grey background. the upper right corner 
inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Qianqingmen shiwei canzan dachen huojun 
tongling fudutong yideng xianyong nan Esente. Clmperial Bodyguard of the Qianqingmen 
[palace gate]. Imperial Councillor, Commander of the Banner Guard, Commander of the 
Northwest Border Militia, Baron of the first rank, with the designation Cultured Hero, Esentei'), 
and repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached 
with a yellow label inscribed Pingding hang Jinchuan gongchen xiang dijiu (The ninth painting 
From the series of meritorious officials who contributed in conquering the two Jinchuan [the 

major and minor]') 
73.5 by 56.2 cm., 28% by 22 in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch, Germany, early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden. Netherlands. 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 4. 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Kiyan cing men-i hiya hebei amban tui janggin. meiren-i janggin. uju jergi 

fuiun baturu ashan-i hafan Esentei 

The English translation: 

Imperial Bodyguard of the Qianqingmen Lpalace gate], Imperial Councillor, 

Commander of the Banner Guard, Commander of  the Northwest Border 

Militia. Baron of the first rank, with the designation Cultured Hero. Esentei 

Esentei (d. 1782) was a Manchu of the Plain White Banner, of the Taicuru 

family. In military service he started out as a Private of the first class, of 

the Vanguard Division, and went to lli. In 1767 the Hasak (i.e. Kirgiz) o f  

the Right Wing were fighting with Tasi Qan. General Fude who was in 

charge of the border area then sent Esentei to promulgate an imperial 

d w e e  that they should keep peace. The Hasak ruefully went to audience 

and Esentei accompanied them to Beijing; he was appointed Bodyguard 

of the Blue Feather for this, hen Bodyguard of  the 3rd rank, and in 1768 he 

became Bodyguard of the 2nd rank In 1769 he followed Duke Fuheng to 

participate in the Burma campaign. In 1771 he went with General Wenfu to  

the Minor Jinchuan to quell the uprising there. For his bravery in attacking 

Bbngla he was awarded the title Damba baturu. In 1772 he was invoked in 

the fighting at Seri and was made Lingdui dachen (Commandant of the 

Northwestem border forces) for his achievements. In 1773 he was ordered, 

together with Purpu, to attack Garla. He  also was one of  the decisive 

participants on the battle o f  Le'uwei, and later on at Danggerla. 

His biography gives all his many military actions in Jinchuan in great detail. 

A particular problem for the imperial army were the fortified towers (diao) 

of  the locals, which were very difficult to  take. Inroads were finally made by  

means of artillery with which the Jesuit Felix da Rocha assisted. Esentei was 

definitely one of the heroes of  the second Jinchuan campaign in which he 

participated from the beginning to the end in 1776. He  was awarded gifts 

by the Emperor, and his biography also mentions his portrait to be painted 

and reproduces the imperial eulogy: 

Once when his Tiger-Hunting Brigade was surrounded he wanted to 

die with his men, 

and whenever ordered to advance and exterminate rebels, he was 

delighted to roll up his sleeves and set to it. 

Since he was greatly experienced, 

I had him take part in strategic planning, 

and when he was placed in full charge, he continued to have success 

after success. 

In 1781 Esentei was sent to  Gansu province to pacify rebels, and he was 

made a Viscount of  the 3rd degree. H e  passed away in 1782 and his son 

Hajintai inherited his ranks but died soon of  an illness, without leaving a son. 
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145 
AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF PURPU 
ATTRtBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780). ET AL. 
QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771-1776 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting an Imperial bodyguard of the Qing empire, dressed in a plain 
navy blue robe and donning a court hat with a red button of the second rank and a one-eyed 
peacock feather, his youthful face of pale complexion and a slightly asymmetrical mustache, 
all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with 
the characters Yuqian shiwei lingdui dachen fudutong sandeng fenyong nan Puerpu Clmperial 
Bodyguard, Commander of the Northwest Border Militia, Banner General, Baron of the third 
rank, with the designation Hero of Merit, Purpu'), and repeated in Manchu on the upper left 
corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed Pingding 
liang Jinchuan gongchen xiang dishisiCThe fourteenth painting from the series of meritorious 
officials who contributed in conquering the two Jinchuan [the major and minor]') 
73.5 by 56.2 cm., 28% by 22 in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch, Germany, early 20th century. 

A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands. 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. S. 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Gocika hiya. meyen-i amban. meiren-i janggin ilaci jergi faifangga 

baturu ashan-i hafan Purpu 

The English translation: 

Imperial Bodyguard of the Antechamber, Commandant of the Northwest 

Border Militia, Banner General, Baron of the third rank, with the designation 

Hero of Merit, Purpu 

Purpu (d. 1790) was a man of the Erteken family of the Mongol Plain Yellow 

Banner. His father Batujirgal was originally one of the Olot Dorbet nobles 

who had submitted to the emperor. Pupu joined the campaign against 

the Dsungars and the Muslim Hoji Zhan where he won merit and rose to 

neidachen (Senior Asistant Chamberlain of the lrnperial Bodyguard. He 

was also awarded the hereditary rank of honour of Qiduwei. ~ h e b i o ~ r a ~ h ~  

mentions that Purpu's portrait was painted for the Ziguangge. Purpu 

was appointed bodyguard of the third rank He then joined the Burma 

campaign and was appointed Bodyguard of the Antechamber, and made 

also captain. In 1772 he joined general Wenfu on the second Jinchuan 

campaign he re  he undertwk a variety of military actions together with 

Fengjengge, Hailanca. Esentei, et al. For his great achievements during the 

war he was awarded, in 1776, the rank of Fenyong (undaunted'), Baron of 

the 3rd degree, received imperial gifts, and was eulogized by the Emperor: 

His father was the son of Ridi, Zifeinong'er, who when ordered to 

advance and exterminate rebels exerted himself to the utmost - sparing 

nothing. 

Weaponed and armoured, sheltering in snowy dugouts on icy 

mountains, he was so able at engaging and withdrawing that enemies 

dared not resist him. 

Afterwards Purpu distinguished himself also during the campaign against 

Taiwan, and again his portrait was painted for the Ziguangge. He was 

awarded the rank of Baron of the 2nd degree. He passed away in 1790. 
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AN IMPERIAL COURT OIL PAINTING OF HA GUOXING 

ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780). ET AL. 
QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771-1776 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting a commanding oficer of the Qing empire in frontal view, his 
war-weathered face naturalistically rendered with fine wrinkles. prominent cheekbones, 
and a long pointed beard, donning a fur-lined hat marked by a red bead and a peacock 
feather with a single-eyed plume. dressed in a deep purple coat with a blue collar and cuffs, 
all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese 
with the characters Yuan Canzan Dachen Xibn Tidu Ha Guoxing (The late Councillor and 
Commanding General of Xi'an. Ha Guoxing'), and repeated in Manchu on the upper left 
corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed Pingding liang 
Jinchuan gongchen xiang di shiliu (The sixteenth painting from the series of meritorious officials 
who contributed in conquering the two Jinchuan [the major and minor]') 
70 by 54 cm.. 27% by 21% in. 

PROVENANCE 

Dr. Wuensch, Germany, early 20th century. 

Acquired in Heidelberg, Germany, early 1980s. 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Hebei amban. Si an-i fideme kadalara amban bihe H a  guwe hing 

The English translation: 

The late Councillor and Commanding General of Xi'an, Ha  Guoxing 

Ha Guoxing (d. ca. 1773) hailed from Hejian in Zhili Province and was 

from the Hui ethnic Muslim minority group. His father Panlong had been 

provincial military commander o f  Guizhou. In 1752 Guoxing took his 

military jinshi degree and became Imperial Bodyguard of  the 3rd rank In 

1755 he went to  Yunnan as a Major. In 1763 he became Lieutenant-Colonel 

of the Dongchuan garrison. In 1766 he joined the Burma campaign and 

was steadily promoted. He  was then deployed in Yunnan and joined the 

second Jinchuan campaign where he again proved his military skills. But 

this promising officer fell victim to an illness and passed away before the 
campaign came to a victorious conclusion. He  was awarded honorary 

titles and his biography notes that he was painted for the Ziguangge. The 

Emperor wrote his eulogy: 

The H u i  [nationality] living in the Empire are renowned for their 

gallant~y, and the large Ha  clans produced true mi l i ta~y officers. 

When previously pacifying the rebels of Zanla (the Minor Jinchuan), 

[Ha Guoxing] played a key part in seizing several strategic points. 

Unfortunately, 

Ha  died of illness before the mil i ta~y campaign concluded successfully. 

The hero did not live long enough to participate in the victory banquet 

but he may have passed away as eariy as 1773. The question is whether 

the portrait offers a true likeness of  the officer or is it the figment of  the 

painter's imagination? The latter seems rather unlikely, unless the emperor 

gave such an order which is not in keeping with his meticulous personality. 

W e  know from the Xinjiang campaigns, that brave officers were usually 

portrayed after their exploits without awaiting the conclusion of  the 

campaign. Thus Ha's portrait may have been painted quite some time 

before the victory banquet. Also, as Ha was a key figure in the Burma 

campaign and the peace negotiations. he may well have been portrayed 

at that time. As we know frorn the imperial poems on the occasion o f  

the New Year banquets for foreign tributary princes in 1769 and ino. 
the emperor originally planned on a series of bade paintings for that war. 

The rather inglorious conclusion caused him to change his mind. So it is 

most likely, that portraits, or at least sketches for portraits, for this purpose, 

already existed. 

There is a full-scale portrait o f  Ha Guoxing, formeriy in the collection of  

Baroness lrene von Oertzen and later sold at Christie's Hong Kong, 3rd 

December 2008, lot 2502. 
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF MA BlAO 

ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD. CIRCA 1771-1776 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting a commanding officer of the Qing empire 

in frontal view, dressed in a plain brown robe and donning a court hat 

with a red button of the second rank and a one-eyed peacock feather, 

his rugged, broad, oval face framed by a full beard and thick mustache, 

all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner inscribed 
, ., 
.l;,' 

/!l! 
vertically in Chinese with the characters Lingdui dachen Xian tidu Ma Biao 

.,j ;  (Commander of the Northwest Border Militia. General of the Chinese 
/ill 

I l l  Troops of Xi'an, Ma Biao?, and repeated in Manchu on the upper left 
,lij 
.!:I 

corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label 

inscribed Pingding hang Jinchuan gongchen xiang di shichi (The seventeenth 
: ; l  
I! painting from the series of meritorious officials who contributed in 

11; 
I conquering the two Jinchuan [the major and minor]? 

i'! 73.4 by 56.3 cm., 28% by 22% in. 
.! l  , 

PROVENANCE 
:ii Dr. Wuensch, Germany, early 20th century. 
1 ' 1  

"I 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands, 1985. ,!l 
LITERATURE 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Meyen-; amban Si an-i fideme kadalara amban M a  b i  

The English translation: 

Commandandant of  the Nortwest Border Militia, General of  the Chinese 

Troops of  Xi'an, M a  Biao 

Ma Biao (d. 1784) was a man from Ningxia, Gansu. In 1740 he was selected 

from the ranks as Junior Lieutenant, in 1757 he rose to Lieutenant and 

followed the army on its Western expedition. H e  then became Second 

Captain, and in 1758 First Captain, and in Xian was Assistant Colonel, 

in 1762 Brigade General o f  Suzhou. These promotions show that he was 

apparently an excellent soldier. His great moment came in Jinchuan where 

he proved a brave and able warrior, particularty useful at a time when the 

inactivity or idiosynaacy of  military leaders had led to a defeat o f  the 

imperial army. Only when Ag6i became the head o f  military operations 

and Mingliang and Fengzengge his assistants, did the situation change. 

With the support of  brave warriors like M a  Biao, the rebels' strongholds 

were taken one after another, despite the difficult mountainous, rainy 

terrain. In im M a  Biao became the General o f  the Chinese troops o f  Xian, 

in recognition of his services. His biography also mentions that his portrait 

was painted for the Ziguangge, and the imperial poem in his honour is 

quoted. In 1784 M a  B i w  passed away in office, as Provincial Military 

Commander of  Hu-Guang provinces. H e  was awarded a hereditary rank 

The Emperor wrote his eulogy. 

Leading our Western forces effectively and bravely, he soon had a 
noble's banner to display. 
When ordered to exterminate rebelling tribes, he exerted every effort 
to do so. 
He constructed bridges to cross rivers, took strongpoints and seized 
waterways, thus allowing supplies to reach our troops. 

A l l  this was done with eficiency and good order. 

56 . ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND CONDITION REPORTS AT mTHEII_Y5.u 



AN IMPERIAL OIL PAINTING OF SULIN 

ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771-1776 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting a commanding officer of the Qing empire in 

frontal view, his dark pock-marked face naturalistically rendered along 

with a thin mustache and a wispy goatee, dressed in a plain brown robe 

with a blue collar, donning an official's hat with a red button and a one- 

eyed peacock feather, all against a bluish-grey background, the upper 

right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Lingdui 

dachen Xi'an fudutong Shulin CCommander of the Northwest Border 

Militia, Lieutenant-General of Xi'an, julin'), and repeated in Manchu on 

the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a 

yellow label inscribed Pingding liang Jinchuan gongchen xiang di siju (The 

nineteenth painting from the series of meritorious officials who contributed 

in conquering the two Jinchuan [the major and minor]') 
73.7 by 55.9 cm., 29 by 22 in. 

PROVENANCE 

Dr. Wuensch, early 20th century 

A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany, 1980s. 
( 
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The Manchu tranliteration: 

Meyen-; amban Si an-i meiren-i janggin Sulin 

The English translation: 
Commander of the Northwest Border Militia, Lieutenant-General of Xi'an. 

 din 
L l i n  (d. 1801) courtesy name was Fuzhai, his family G'aogiya. He was a 

Manchu from the Bordered Yellow Banner, son of Gao Jin, (1707-1779). 

He started out as an employee in the Imperial Equipage Department rose 

to deputy Lieutenant-General of the Manchu garrison in Xi'an in 1m and 

followed the Imperial Councillor Fengiengge to Jinchuan in 1773. After the 

victory he was portrayed for the Ziguangge. Then he became Govemor 

of Guangxi. 

In 1784 he became Governor of Anhui, and three years later promoted 

to Governor-General of both Jiang provinces. Shortly thereafter he 

was stripped of his position and exiled to lli because of nepotism and 

negligence. He was recalled as governor of Shanxi and in 1791 as 

governor-general of both Jiang provinces. In 1799 he became President 

of the Civil Service Ministry and Lieutenant-General of the Plain Red 

Banner's Chinese troops. He received the honorary titles Taizi taibao 

(Grand Guardian of the Heir Apparent) and was appointed assistant 

Grand Secretary and Govemor-General of Min (Fujian) and Zhejiang. In 

1800 as Governor-General of Hu-Guang he extirpated the rebels in the 
Xiangyang area (Hubei). and in 1801 the rebels under Xu Tiande (d. 1801). 

He died in army in 1801 and was canonized as Wenqin. His son Jilangga 

carried on, The Emperor eulogized him: 

Originally he was not trained for battle, but when he went into battle, 
he was fierce. 
Afraid that he would not live up to his father's reputation, he would 
only advance after assembling terrible might, 
and only when the meritorious deed was fully accomplished did he 
allow things settle. 
As Banner Commandant at Yulin [Guangxi headquarters], 
when he had to attack he did so with heroic determination, and when 

he had to stand guard he did so with great care. 

This portrait is particularly noteworthy as it shows clearly that the official 

suffered from smallpox, and one would not call the face handsome even 

though he has character. It is an excellent documentation of the new line 

of 'realistic' portrait painting that the Qianlong emperor encouraged, which 

was so different from the traditional idealistic/hagiographic style. 
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"Record of Imperial Aid and Commiseration for the Torgut Mongols" 
Emperor Qianlong, 1771 

Since the difference between submit in 'surrender' and submit in 'willing 

alliance' is clear-cut. we can now determine which is superior. which 

inferior. In general, it is vastly more commendable to make others 

submit without using military force than to subjugate them by using 

military force. and absolutely more virtuous that one has them submit 

in willing alliance than to have them submit only in surrender. As this 

is  so, compared with those who only submit in surrender, is it not more 

appropriate to offer aid and commiseration to those who submit 

in willing alliance! Details concerning the submission of the Torgut 

Mongols in willing alliance have already appeared in the previous record; 

this one is about providing them with aid and commiseration. 

Just when the Torguts crossed the Volga River to come back, in all 

they consisted of more than 33.000 households or more than 169.000 

people, but those who reached Ili scarcely numbered half that many. 

For such a distant folk to return in submission, leading their young and 

supporting their old. their intention must have been most sincere, as 

they could only seek rest when faced with danger, which exhausted 

them completeb. They may have already found some comfort by being 

admitted, but if they are not supplied with the necessities of life, this 

would be tantamount to not having admitted them at all. However, to 

supply them only temporarily but not plan to do so for the long term 

would be tantamount to not supplying them at all. Therefore, when I 

first heard they were on their way, and later were beginning to arrive. and 

finally what their situation was right now, this more than 70,000 people, 

frozen, starved, lame. and weak, constantly seemed to appear before 

me and this really unsettled my mind. So day and night I never stopped 

mulling over plans and sending and receiving post dispatches seeking 

counsel and receiving information until the general picture became 

perfectly clear. Thereupon, I provided food for them to eat, clothes 

for them to wear, and designated land for them to live on. So they had 

access to rice and other grains and a place to farm and herd animals. I 

placed in charge the Ili General Shu Hede [17io-in7]; to provide them 

with breeding stock from Our herds and to advance supplies to them, I 

placed in charge the Kalgan Banner Commandant Chang Qing [died 

17931; for the distribution of monies and transport of tea as well as the 

purchase of sheep and hides, I placed in charge the Shaanxi-Gansu 

Governor-General Wu Dashan [died ini]; and for supervision and 

control beyond the Jiayu Pass [in Gansu], I placed in charge the Xi'an 

Governor Wen Shou [died 17841.1 had these oficials at the time send in 

express dispatches about all th i s  to the Chahar and Olot Mongols of Ili 

and Tarbahatai. 

In all, 95,500 horses oxen, and sheep were purchased, and in addition 

140,000 heads were brought from herds at the Dariganga Pasture [Inner 

Mongolia] and from Dabsan along the Shangdu River [in Chahar], not 

including those purchased at Hami (Kumul) and Pidjan [near Turfan]. 

Also supplied were more than 20,000 feng (bundles) [I feng = 5 catties] 

of government monopoly tea, more than 41,000 bushels of rice and 

wheat from storage granaries, not including the rice and tea provided in 

relief when they first reached Ili. 51,000 sheepskin coats were purchased 

along the Gansu border and at various Muslim towns, along with more 

than 61,000 bolts of cloth, more than 59,000 catties of cotton, and more 

than 400 felt yurts, but not including the felt, cotton, and other assorted 

kinds of cloth provided from government storehouses. A total of 

200,000 taels of silver were expended on all these things, not including 

funds advanced for travel and entertainment expenses. 

When the Tay [tribe noble] Ubashi and others came to have audience 

with me, they did so in government post carriages and with food and 

lodging provided, and were then conferred titles of nobility (Ubashi was 

made Jorightu Qaghan [Khan]. Zebekdorji was made Buyantu Prince 

of the Blood; Shereng was made Biligtii Commandery Prince; Gungge 

was made Doro Beile [Chieftain, Third-Degree Prince]; Momentu 

was made Jierjunggar Beise [Second-Degree beile]; Shala Kouken 

was made Wuchalaertu Beise; Yerempil was made Arnurlinggui Beile; 

De'erdeshidamu Baizhaersang was made a First-Degree Taiii; Kenze 

was made a Fourth-Degree Daiji; Bamubaer, who did not come with 

them, was also given the title Commandery Prince; Wangdankebuteng 

was given the title Beile; Baijihu was given the title Duke; and the rest 
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conferred the rank Tay were of various ranks.) All were bestowed Our 

gracious gifts (all were given a saddle and horse, arrows and quiver, and 

a yellow jacket, in addition to which Ubashi and Zebekdorji were given 

yellow bridles, and Shereng, Gungge. Momuntu, and Shalakouken were 

given purple bridles. The Qaghans were given three-eyed peacock 

cap feathers. the beile and beise were given double-eyed peacock cap 

feathers, and the rest were given single-eyed peacock cap feathers. 

Moreover, they were all given ceremonial garments appropriate to their 

respective noble ranks.) When they departed I was again concerned 

for their health, for they were not used to the climate of the central 

interior. (Mongols who already had smallpox were insusceptible, but 

those who had not were still susceptible, so they were afraid that they 

would be infected when exposed to the central interior climate.) So I 

ordered that they take an outside route beyond all the border region 

post stations and proceed via Barkol. At  both their reception and send- 

off high officials and an imperial military guard were there in protective 

attendance. I thus used these conciliatory measures to ensure that these 

distant folks would not be without a place to live. 

Although there might be some who say that this aid and commiseration 

went too far, this is a mean-spirited and narrow view, unschooled in 

the fact that what I have done follows long established state policy, so 

be not mislead by such narrow short-sightedness! In the past at the 

time of my August Grandfather, Emperor Shengzu (Sagely Ancestor). 

Emperor Ren (Benevolent) [ the Kangxi Emperor], when people of 

the Khalkha Tijshiyetii Khanate were devastated by the Olot Mongols, 

their leaders led all lo0.000 of them to Us in submission. My August 

Grandfather, sympathizing with their abject wretchedness, ordered 

Grand Minister Alani and others to go forth and comfort them. He had 

the three granaries at Guihuacheng, Zhangjia, and Dushi opened to 

relieved their want and provide them with enough to eat. Furthermore 

he commanded Imperial Household Minister Fiyanggi [1645-17011, as 

well as Mingju [1635-17081 and others to give them silver, tea, and cloth 

to meet their needs. They also bought livestock for them so they could 

pursue their livelihoods. Consequently they all lived in peace on the 

land they had obtained, obeyed the law, and happily recovered, from 

then until now, more than eighty years later. (The Khalkha people came 

to submit in the 27th year of Kangxi [1688].) The herds that they raised 

have increased daily, and they themselves daily increased in number, 

so benefitting as much as this, they now have increased ten-fold over 

what they were at the start. Their Qaghans and Tay have enjoyed Our 

conferred titles and salaries for generations, and they have joined in 

guarding Our frontiers, just like our model loyal subjects, the Inner 

Mongol Jasag [banner headsmen]. For long their descendants without 

exception, moved by love and gratitude, have taken deeply to heart 

the imperial favour my August Grandfather bestowed on them. Now 

I can only think as He thought, and do only as He did. The coming of 

these Torgut Mongols, with all their want and misery, is no different 

from that of the Olot back then. Therefore, the planning that I did for 

them is absolutely meticulous, and the comprehensive benefits that I 

bestowed have stinted nothing. In aiding and offering commiseration 

to them, I certainly had to plan for the long term, but how could I have 

ever known that so much planning and such great expenditure would 

result! We can only hope that this Torgut people can be like the Khalkha 

and live peaceably, obey the law, assiduously tend to herding so it ever 

increases, and never waver from the commitment they have made. If so, 

they will for generations receive titles and salaries and long enjoy peace 

and prosperity. Again, would this be any different from the present-day 

Olot! 

I have ordered that inscriptions of the general reckoning of all these 

measures shall be carved in stone in both Rehe (Jehol) and Ili so that 

both the Qaghans and princes of the Torgut shall all understand what 

I intended to do and that my officials henceforth shall appreciate what 

actually came to pass. 

NOTE 
The Qianlong emperor composed two records concerning the submis- 

sion of the Torguts; th is  one and one composed slightly earlier: Lerhute 

bu quanbu guishen ji+WBRBf BlllRi;? (Record of the Submission 

of the Entire Torgut Aimagh (leagueltribe). Both records are dated E!% 
Z+T;$%E+S'PSkFi+%BS '36th year of Qianlong, the Year xin- 

mao, Last Month of Autumn, Middle Decade of Days [18 October-27 

October m ] . "  
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149 

AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF ZEBEKDORJI 
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780), ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper 

the bust portrait depicting the Mongolian Torgut noble and Imperial Prince in frontal view, 

dressed in a princely n a y  blue winter surcoat featuring an embroidered medallion with an 

en face five-clawed golden dragon surrounded by colourful ruyi clouds, the shoulders with 

medallions enclosing a dragon clutching a 'flaming pearl', the robe trimmed with a brown 

fur collar and white fur down the centre, his round face with a ruddy complexion, a crooked 

nose, a thick mustache and a hairy mole on his chin framed by a fur-trimmed court hat with 

a ruby button indicating the first rank and a very rare three-eyed peacock feather, his neck 

draped with a coral court necklace, all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner 

inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Tuerhute qinwang Cebek duoerji (The Torgut 

Zebekdorji, imperial prince?, repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left 

corner of the reverse attached with the vellow label inscribed dier (The second painting? 
76.2 by 59.1 cm.. 30 by 23% in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch Germany, early 20th century. 

A rare book dealer in Heidelberg. Germany. 

E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands, 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden 1985, no. 8 

k!iK: 
E.J. Brill . <Catalogue 544) 3iFB 1985F - 6 % 8  
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Tuerhute qinwang Cebekeduoerji 

The English translation: 

The Torgut Zebekdorji, Imperial Prince 

Zebekdorji (d. ins) was the son of a paternal third cousin and son-in-law 

of Ubasi Khan the leader of the Torgut. He was also a descendent of 

Gunjab, the eldest son of Ayuki Khan. Zebekdorji was the eldest son of 

Galdan Norbu. 

In i n1  Zebekdorji arrived in Jehol with the Torguts and was awarded by 

the Emperor the rank of Hoioi cinwang with the honorary qualification 

Buyantu [Mongolian, 'virtuous, happyl. He was appointed Jasag and 

awarded a three-eyed peacock feather, a yel!ow riding-jacket, yellow bridle 

reins and a horse from the imperial stables. In 1772, the pasture ground 

(camp) of Qobog sari, appr. 600 li (miles) East of Tarbagatai. was gken to 

him as an imperial present. He went to audience and submitted horses as 

presents; one of them named Baojiliu,' who was counted among the 8 jun 

(beautiful horses) of the imperial stables. Zebekdorji was also appointed 

chief of the (Torgut) League and Jasag. He also received the seal of 

the Head of the League (a league was the largest administrative unit in 

Mongolia during Qing times). He passed away in 1778 and was succeeded 

by his younger brother Kirib (q.v.) (lot 152). 

Zebekdorji was the mastemind behind the transmigration of the Torgut. 

He persuaded Ubasi Khan that there was no other option. During the trek 

he reminded his compatriots of the (not so real) danger of the Russian 

troops when their enthusiasm flagged, seeing both the tribe and their cattle 

shrink in numbers. 

' Baojiliu was painted by Sichelbarth, by Imperial Command, dated to lm, now 
in the Palace Museum, Beijing. 
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150 
AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF BUYANCUK 

ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting a Mongolian Qofot Prince in frontal view. dressed in a princely 
surcoat of navy colour featuring an embroidered medallion with a five-clawed golden dragon 
clutching a flaming pearl, framed by colourful ruyi clouds, the robe trimmed with a brown 
fur collar and white fur down the centre, his distinguished face full of vitality framed by his 
fur-trimmed court hat with a ruby button indicating the first rank and the two-eyed peacock 
feather, his left ear sporting a pendent pearl earring, his neck draped with a green jade court 
necklace, all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in 
Chinese with the characters Heshite beile Buyanchuke (The Qoiot Beile Buyancuk?, and 
repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with 
a yellow label inscribed di wu (The fifth painting? 
75.9 by 58.5 cm.. 29% by 23 in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch. Germany. early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands. 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 9. 

150 INSCRIPTIONS IN MANCHU AND CHINESE 

xk5: 
E.J. Brill (Catalogue 544) R@ . 1985% &%9 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Hooiot beile Buyancuk 

The English translation: 

The Qoiot Beile Buyancuk 

Buyancuk (d. 1790) the eldest son of Yelenpil, was awarded the title of 

Jasak gBsa arnurlinggui [Mongolian for 'peacefulnessl beise in 1771 after 

his father had declined it in order to take religious orders. This title was 

decreed hereditary in 1783. He belonged to the same family with Noohai 

(lot 155) and Gungge (lot 151). Suyancuk passed away in 1790. and his 

younger brother Orir became his successor. 
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151 
AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF GUNGGE 

ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper, mounted to stiff cardboard 
the bust portrait depicting a Mongolian Qofot noble in frontal view, dressed in a princely 
surcoat of navy colour featuring an embroidered medallion with an en face five-clawed golden 
dragon rising above waves and encircled by colourful ruyi clouds, the robe trimmed with a 
brown fur collar and white fur down the centre, his smooth round face marked by his sparse but 
trimmed mustache, all framed by his court hat with a ruby button indicating the first rank and 
the two-eyed peacock feather, his lefi ear sporting a pendent pearl earring. his neck draped 
with a pink tourmaline court necklace, all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right 
corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Heshite beile Gongge (The Qo5ot 
Beile Gungge?, and repeated in Manchu on the upper lefi corner 
75.4 by 58.3 cm., 29% by 23 in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch. Germany, early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg. Germany. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands, 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 10. 

3Ih5 : 
E.J. Brill * (Catalogue 544) . %@ 1985F %%l0 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Hooiot beile Gungge 

The English translation: 

The Qojot Beile Gungge 

Gungge (d. im) was a Qoiot, from the Boqigid family. He represented 

the 24th generation after Yuan Taizu's (Genghis Khan's) younger brother 

Qabutu Qasar (d. shortly after 1218). His father was called Tukeji; Gungge 

had an elder brother Gendun Norbu. In 1771 Gendun Norbu returned with 

Ubaji Khan from Russia but died on the way. Gungge went from Ili to the 

audience at Jehol where he was awarded a two-eyed peacock feather, a 

yellow riding jacket, a horse from the imperial stables, and purple bridle 

reins. He was painted, given the title Doro beile (prince of the 3rd degree) 

and the honorary qualification Tijsiyetu. He was the nephew of Noohai (lot 

155) and related to Buyancuk (lot 150), who also shared the same family 

name. He passed away in lm. His eldest son Delek Ubasi succeeded him. 
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152 
AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF KlRlB 

ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting a Mongolian Torgut noble in frontal view, dressed in a dark 
purplish-brown fur-lined winter surcoat emblazoned with an embroidered first rank military 
badge with a qilin amidst colourful clouds, the robe trimmed with a brown fur collar and white 
fur down the centre, his rugged face with greyish-blue eyes and a thick mustache, framed 
by a single pendent pearl earring in left ear and his fur-trimmed court hat with a red coral 
button indicating second rank and a two-eyed peacock feather, his neck draped with a pink 
tourmaline court necklace, all reserved on a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner 
inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Tuerhute toudeng ta9 Qilibu (The Torgut 
noble o f  the first rank, Kirib?, and repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper 
left corner o f  the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed Tuerhute xiang di shisan (The 
thirteenth painting from the Torgut portrait series? 
76.9 by 59.1 cm., 27% by 23% in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch, Germany, early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands, 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 13 

X% : 

E.J. Brill . <Catalogue 544) S 1985% &%l3 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Torgdt ujujergi taiji Kirib, Tuehute toudeng taji Qilibu 

The English translation: 

The Torgut noble of the first rank, Kirib 

Kirib (d. 1784) was the younger brother of Zebekdorji (q.v.) (Jot 149) 

with whom he returned to Dsungaria (Northern Xinjiang) in 1771. At  first 

he became taiji of the first rank He was appointed deputy head of the 

league and administrator of the affairs of the Right Wing Banner of the 

Northern Detachment, Beilu youyiqi wu jian fumengchang in 1775. In 

in9 he succeeded his deceased brother as Jasak hoio buyantai tinwang. 

The rank was decreed hereditary in 1783. He also became head of the 

Torgut league. In 1781 he effectuated a fair settlement with the Kazak 

(Kirgiz) in a dispute over horses which had trespassed on Torgut pastures 

and had been seized. When the Emperor leamed about this through the 

Tarbagatai amban Huiling he was awarded the rank of Duke (gong). He 

passed away in 1784. 



AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF ARAKBA 
AlTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG. 1708-17801, ET AL. 
QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting the Mongolian Torgut noble in frontal view, dressed in a dark 
purplish-brown fur-lined winter surcoat emblazoned with an embroidered first-rank military 
badge with a gilin amidst colourful clouds, the robe trimmed with a brown fur collar and 
white fur down the centre, his chided face with a ruddy complexion and a thin assymmetrical 
mustache, framed by a single pendent pearl earring in his left ear and his fur-trimmed court hat 
with a red coral button indicating second rank and a one-eyed peacock feather, his neck draped 
with a pink tourmaline court necklace, all reserved on a bluish-grey background, the upper right 
corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Tuerhute toudeng tay Alakeba (The 
Torgut noble of the first rank Arakba?, and repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the 
upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed Tuerhute xiang dishisi 
(The fourteenth painting from the Torgut portrait series? 
75.1 by 58.4 cm.. 29% by 23 in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch, Germany, early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill. Leiden. Netherlands, 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 14 

Y3E : 

E.J. Brill (Catalogue 544) . %B 19858 s % l 4  
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Tmg6t uju jergi Arakba, Tuehute toudeng tay Alakeba 

The English translation: 

The Torgut noble of the first rank. Arakba 

It is recorded in the Gaozong shilu, 112, that on the renxu day of the 
fifth month of Qianlong 40 (1775), there was a memorandum on the 
administration of the 'new' Torguts pertaining to a proposal to make 

A r a b  Xieli Ta$, i.e. tusalaiiti (administrator), an assistant to Duke Baijihu 

(see Lledkel <astir, 126). 
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154 
AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF MONGGON 
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD. CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting the Mongolian QoTot noble in frontal view, dressed in a dark 
purplish-brown fur-lined surcoat emblazoned with an embroidered first-rank military badge with 
a qilin amidst colourful clouds, the robe trimmed with a brown fur collar and white fur down 
the centre, his youthful clean-shaven face framed by a single pendent earring in his left ear 
and his fur-trimmed court hat with a red coral button indicating second rank and a one-eyed 
peacock feather. his neck draped with a red coral court necklace, all reserved on a bluish-grey 
background. the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters Heshite 
toudeng tavi Menggun (The Qojot noble of the first rank. MonggBn?, and repeated in Manchu 
on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow label 
inscribed Tuerhute xiang di shiliu (The sixteenth painting from the Torgut portrait series? 
76.5 by 59 cm.. 30 by 23% in. 

PROVENANCE 

Dr. Wuensch. Germany, early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill. Leiden, Netherlands. 1985. 

LITERATURE 

E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 15. 

154 INSCRIPTIONS IN MANCHU AND CH:NESE 

8kE: 
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I The Manchu transliteration: 
Hoofot uju jergi tap Monggdn 

1 The English translation: 

The Qojot noble of the first rank Mongg6n 

According to historical record. Mongg6n was promoted to the Xiansan 

yideng tabinhe idle noble of the first rank') in 1771. Biographical information 

on Mongg6n remains scarce at this time. 
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155 
AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF NOOHAI 
ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QiANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting the Mongolian Qofot noble in frontal view, dressed in a dark 
purplish-navy fur-lined winter surcoat emblazoned with an embroidered first-rank military 
badge with a qilin amidst colourful clouds, the robe trimmed with a brown fur collar and white 
fur down the centre, his boyish clean-shaven face framed by a single pendent pearl earring in 
his left ear and and his fur-trimmed court hat with a red coral button indicating second rank and 
a one-eyed peacock feather, his neck draped with a red coral necklace, all reserved on a bluish- 
grey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters 
Heshite toudeng tay Nuohai CThe Qoiot noble of the first rank. Noohai?, and repeated on the 
in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow 
label inscribed Tuerhute xiang di shichi (The seventeenth painting from the Torgut portrait 
series", 
76.2 by 58.7 cm., 30 by 23 in. 

PROVENANCE 

Dr. Wuensch. Germany, early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in ~eidelberg.  erm man^. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands. 1985. 

LITERATURE 

E.J. Brill, Catalogue544. Leiden. 1985, no. 16. 

865: 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Hooiot L$J jergi taiji Noohai 

The English translation: 

The QoTot noble of the first rank Noohai 

Noohai (d. 1792). Qoiot from the Borjigid family, was the uncle of Gungge 

(lot 151) and related to Buyancuk (lot 150) who belonged to the same 

generation. His father was called Gungke baljur. In i n 1  Noohai returned 

from Russia with Ubasi Khan. He was appointed Jasak taq of the first rank 

a title which was decreed hereditary in 1783. In i n s  he ran the affairs of the 

Right Wing Banner and became Jasag. He passed away in 1792. The name 

of his son was Sanji. 
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1 S6 
AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF  ZEBEKJAB 

ATTRIBUTED T O  IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG. 1708-17801, ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD. CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper, mounted on cardboard 
the bust portrait depicting the Mongolian Torgut noble in frontal view, dressed in a dark 
purplish-brown fur-lined winter surcoat emblazoned with an embroidered first rank military 
badge with a qilin amidst colourful clouds, the robe trimmed with a brown fur collar and white 
fur down the centre. his youthful clean-shaven face with greyish-blue eyes Framed by a single 
pendent pearl earring in his left ear and his fur-trimmed court hat with a red coral button 
indicating second rank and a one-eyed peacock feather, his neck draped with an amber-yellow 
court necklace, all reserved on a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner inscribed 
vertically in Chinese with the characters Tuerhute toudeng tagi Cebekezhabu CThe Torgut 
noble of the first rank, Zebekjab?, and repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner 
73.6 by 58.3 cm.. 29 by 23 in. 

PROVENANCE 

Dr. Wuensch. Germany, early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands, 1985. 

LITERATURE 

E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 17 

E.J. Brill (Catalogue 544) %%B * 1985q v &%l7 

l 
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156 INSCRIPTIONS IN MAVCHU AND CHINESE 



The Manchu transliteration: 

Torgst uju jergi taiji Zebekjab 

The English translation: 

The Torgut noble of the first rank, Zebekjab 

Zebekjab was the eldest son of the taiji ?mmg who passed away in 

1792. Zebekjab succeeded him as Jasak doro biliktu [Mongolian biligtei. 

'knowledgeable, prudent1 Junwang (Prince of the blood of the 2nd 

degree). 
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF KENZE 

ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH. (AI QIMENG. 1708-1780). ET AL. 
QlNG DYNASTY. QIANLONG PERIOD. CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting a Coros noble in frontal view, dressed in a navy winter surcoat 
emblazoned with a rank badge of a leopard indicating a third rank military officer, the coat 
trimmed with a brown f i r  collar and white f i r  down the centre, his stoic expression on his 
tanned face marked by a thick mustache, framed by his fir-trimmed court hat with a blue 
sapphire button indicating a third rank, and a one-eyed peacock feather, his left ear sporting 
a pendent pearl earring, his neck draped with a green jade court necklace, all against a bluish- 
grey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in Chinese with the characters 
Chuoluosisideng taji Kenze ('The Coros noble of the fourth rank, Kenze], and repeated in 
Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with a yellow 
label inscribed Tuerhute xiang di ershiyi ('The twentyfirst painting from the Torgut portrait 
series] 
76.5 by 58.8 cm., 30 by 23 in. 

PROVENANCE 

Dr. Wuensch. Germany, early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill. Leiden. Netherlands. 1985. 

LITERATURE 

E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 18. 

,%K : 
E.J. Brill (Catalogue 544) %a 1985q &%l8 
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157 INKRIPTIONSIN MANCHU ANDCHINESE 

157 LABEL 



The Manchu transliteration: 

Coros-i duici jergi taiji Kenze 

The English translation: 

The Coros noble of the fourth rank. Kenze 

In the records of the administration of the returned Torguts Youxu 

Tuerhute bu zhong ji (Record of Pacifying the Torguts'), dated im, 
Kenze is mentioned as having been appointed taiji of the fourth rank. which 

is confirmed by the portrait's captions. 
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX ss1 

Eldernboo 
Eldengge 
Ernin Hojo 
Entei 
Erong'an 
Esentei 

Liang Yintai 
Lingshan 
Liu Guoling 
Liu Huizu 
Looge 
Lubcangdorji 

Sirkul 
Songan 
Sucang 
Suhede 
Sujingan 
L l i n  
h y a n g  
Sun Shiyi 

A g  Bi 
Ahaboo 
Ailungga 
Aisingga 
Ajung 
Ajungboo 
Alanbao 
Aldanca 
Alhangga 
Arnantai 
Arnindao 
Arnurta 
Aocheng 
Argalcin 
Arigbn 
Arsuna 
Artu 
Ashirnote 
Ayusi 

Bachisa 
Badai 
Badarna 
Baierdaer 
Baktarnbu 
Balu 
Bandi 
Baningga 
Baoning 
Batujirgal 
Bayantai 
B0 
Bochuonuoke 
Bolbunca 
Boling 
Bolingga 
Burha 

Cai Panlong 
Cao Shun 
Cebdenjab 
Cerncukjab 
Cengde 
Changlubao 
Changqing 
Chunning 
Cirikci 
Corgiyamz'an 

Daisenbao 
Daktana 
Dalantai 
Dalhan 
Danbaixilabu 
Daiicering 
Dayintai 
Dersenboo 
Dehebu 
Delentei 
Dmg Xinai 
Dong Gao 
Donjibu 
Doubin 
Duerjia 
Dunzhu 

Eerboke 
Eerte 

Fengiengge 
Forontai 
Fu Shao 
Fucanggan 
Fude 
Fuersai 
Fuheng 
Fukanggan 
Fulu 
Fulunggan 
Funing 
Fusil 
Fuming 

Ma Biao 
Ma Quan 
Macang 
Mage 
M a n h  
Mangkaca 
Mao Han 
Marjan 
Meningca 
Mergenboo 
Mingliyang 
Mingren 
Mingshan 
Mingiui 
Moncortu 
Muhana 
Mukdengge 
Mutaier 
Mutar 

Taihngga 
Tarnanai 
Tanibu 

Tecengge 
Teerdengche 
Teerdunche 
Teledengge 
Tetungge 
Tortoboo 
Tunbao 

Gabushu 
Gao Tianxi 
Gatabu 
Giyarnz'an Narnk'a 
Godairnote 

Udai 
Ude 
U h  
Uksiltu 
Urna 
Urtunasun 
Uiiboo 
Uiihada 

Guanh 
Guwandase 
Guwanjirnboo 
Guxing 

Narnjal 
Narnjal 
Narnuzha 
Narantu 
Ningguri 
Niu Tianbi 
Nornancha 
Norbu 

Ha Guoxing 
Hailanca 
Hailu 
HarntukB 
Helin 
Heqi 
Heien 
Hojis 
HBrki 
Horonggo 
Huang Tinggui 
Huiling 
Huniertu 

Wang Jie 
Wanting 
Wengguoerhai 
Wu Zongrnao Obuii  

Ocir 
Odui 
Oh6i 
Ornbu 
Onashen 
Oii 

Xi Jintai 
Xmdasu 
Xing Zhao 
Xingkui 
Xu Shiheng 
Xu Sizeng Pei Shen 

Peng Chengyao 
Pujibao 
Purpu 

ldarnjab 
llibu 
lsarn 
lii 

Yan Xiangshi 
Yanjirnboo 
Yeotun 
Yilanbao 
Yongzhongerj~e 
Yongzhongwaerjie 
Yu Minzhong 
Yuan Guohang 
Yusuf 

Qinbao 
Qinggui Jalafungga 

Janggirnboo 
JaohBi 
Jilingzhabu 
Jin Caishi 
Julgede 
Jurhangga 

Saicungga 
Sainku 
Sakdarnbu 
Samdan 
Sanboo 
Sande 
Sange 
Saningga 
Sanjaidorji 
Santai 
Saral 
Sargidai 
Satie 
Septenbaljur 
Shajincha 
Shishiyunbao 

Zhaduncha 
Kara 
Kesengge 
Kicebu 
Korna 
Kuerde 
Kuilin 
Kuirnadai 

Zhaersang 
Zhaershan 
Zhang A i  
Zhang Zhaolong 
Zhang Zh~yuan 
Zhanpotu 
Zhaqitu 
Zheke 
Zhesenbao 

L j  Shiyao 
Liang Chaogui 
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8 Lngdui dachen Huibu junwang pinji bei!e Yusuf 
%RAEB%33IQWd@H%B 

10 Lingdui dahen fudutong Hdrki 
%RAE3lllBBRMB.@ 

11 Yuan lingdui dachen fudutong Amindao 
R%BAEllBB%WtB 

12 Lingdui dachen Suzhou zhen zongbing guan Ufu 
%CABtNa#ki%E5+E 
- Meyen-i amban. Su jeo-i uheri kadalara da Ufi 

13 Nuoerben [Norbu] 
%B4 [6] 

15 Huibu gong Hetian Ahmbeg Ashirnote 
BIBmJW3*tQKWft#% 

16 Hu~bu gong Kaigar Ak~mbeg Goda~mote 
B E ~ ~ B I ~ T I B W ~ ~ W Z $ ~ # R  

17 Qianfeng canling teguerder baturu Liang Yintai 
E1@sR&B#eE11EEik 

18 t%%lBKEBBEB 
Daisetaha jalan-i janggin. ede baturu Badai 

- Gdsa~ da. buyantu baturu h r h a  

20 Cahar zongguan suzhuke batum Narantu 
%%IBEPXKBE$BBIBi 

21 Yuan lhrqdu~ dachen Cahar zongguan kund~r baturu Banmgga 
R l % h B l % E S % ~ 4 ! @ ~ ~ ~ 6 E V W  
Meyer-i amban. Cahar bai uheri da bihe. kundur baturu Baningga 

22 Suolon zongguan j~dake batum Argalcin 
%@ESBSKAEEIBWR%B% 

23 Suolon zongguan hatan baturu Satie 
~fS@EE%HErn@ES 

24 Yuan Suolun zongguan sa~shaertai baturu Znaershan 
RAP&Ef  2MSE!EiE#KlH 

25 Suolon zuolmg ketuhe batuh Nomancha 
ALE%BEWKEWE#%S% 

26 Twdeng shiwei shiermahat baturu Dersenboo 
SS%@ftBSBEBBEBRCS 

27 Toudeng shiwei tasuerhai baturu Zhmpotu 
SW%@*@B%EBS&BB 

28 Toudeng shiwei guyong baturu lsam 
IWe@HWE&sP@@ 
- Uju jergi hiia guyung baturu lsam 

29 Sandeng shiiei kesike baturu Uksiltu 
EWR@KftKEI%16KitTH 
- llaci jergi h i p  kesike baturu Uksiltu 

31 Sanderg shiwei kundur baturu Zhaduncha 
E%W%WibBEWB%%% 

32 Toudeng shiwei dan[ba'] baturu Mangkaca 
SWR%FE@B%%R 

33 Toudeng shiwei buhazha batum Cirikci 
S%R%6%%EWBB2KB 

34 Toudeng shwei zhuolike batum Onashen 
SX6%#2KEiEEi@I!3A1 

35 Sandeng shiwei kuercha baturu Mao Han 
ZS%i%@B%EB!BZS 

36 Yuan erdeng sh~we~ kechou baturu Nmggur~ 
R=XimR%EWE#+2i+2 

37 Yuan sandeng shme$ ydeer baturu Ku~mada~ 
R ~ ~ # ~ ~ O m E s ! a f ~ 5  

38 Yuan sandeng shiwei Tetungge 
RZW%%%B@ 

39 Yuan lanling shiwei Meningca 
RE%R%EVW 
- Lamun funggala bihe Meningca 

4 0  Erdeng shiwei danba batum Narnjal 
=se%R@Ea%RB*s@ 
- Jai jergi hiya. damba baturu Namjal 

41 Erdeng shiwei tegus baturu Tanibu 
=se%R&<F\E@B%E6 
- Jai jergi hiya tegus baturu Tanibu 

42 Erdeng sh~wei hasiha baturu Mage 
=X%%%tt%ERBs1 

43 Erdeng shiwei hash baturu Dalhan 
=%e&%ft%EmlgBs 
- Jai jergi hiya hasiha baturu Dalhan 

4 4  Sandeng shiwei cokto baturu Entei 
E%6#T@K%EEIs!ER 

45 Sandeng shiwei siduji batum ldamjab 
=aetmmmemwimm 
- llaci jergi hiya sihuji batum ldamjab 

46 Toudeng sh~wei hdrca baturu Janyinboo 
h%% 
- Uju jergi hiya Hdrca baturu Janggimbw 

47 Sandeng shiwei shuduolahu baturu Sihul 
~ ~ e ~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

48 Yuan sandeng shwei Baierdaer 
Ri,_W##iRmse 

49 Yvan [anling shiwei iulun baturu Kara 
RE%M6%T&B'SlZ3%tb 

50 Sandeng shiwei keder baturu Hamtub 
- llai jeigi hiya keder baturu Hamtukd 
ESM@2BBEPB%*PB 

Ill. Campaign agdnst Jinchuan - First series: 50 portraits' 

Dmgm ,langjun yideng chengmou ymgyong gong xleban daxuesh, hbu rhangsh~ Ag61 
ZEFI-WX%WBC@Wh9iF%G%RE 
- Wargi be toktobuha jiyanggidn. uju jergl unenggi bodohonggo mergen baturu gung 
aliha bithei da-i baita be aisilame icihiyara. hafan-i jurgan-i aliha amban Agdi 

Dingbian youfu jiangjun y~deng guoyi jiyong gong jia yideng zi hubu shmgshu 
Fengjengge 
S I ~ ~ J Q ~ - W I & P B ~ ~ D - % ? F ~ ~ ~ S W @  
Dingbian youfu jiangjun yideng xiangyong bo Chengdu jiangjun Mlngliyang 
BiNWAP-WIBtBEllBBQEWE 
- Jecen be toktobure ici erg1 aisilara jiyanggiybn. uju jergi faiiangga baturu be. 
Cengdu-i jiyanggiydn Mingliyang 

Daxueshi ~uhede 
A9rtBSE 
- Goc~ka amban taize taiboo aliha bithei da. gdsa be kadalara amban. tuwajara hafan 
Suhede 

Daxuesh~ y~deng qingche duwei Yu Minzhong 
RSf-%EfBRF@+ 
- Taize taiboo aliha bithei uju jergi adaha hafan loi min jung 

Bngbu shangshu yideng zhongyong gong hesh~ e f i  Fulonggan 
i%I8%-W$?~WBN~RWWEE 
Yuan canzan dachen gurun e h  zeng heshi qinwang Septenbaljur 
RBEAEBBSW%SSRE@6%EH%H 
- Hebei amban hiya bdalara dorgi amban gurun-i e h  hoioi cin wang bihe 
Septenbaljur 

Canzan dachen yideng chaoyong hou dutorq Hailanca 
@RAE-WBBEBkWMti% 
Gnzan dachen yideng xianyong nan hujun tongling fudutong Esentei 
@RAB-%mBXss%sllfl%R&% 
Kiyan king rnen-i hiya hebei amban tu, janggin meiren-i janggin. uju jergi fujun baturu 
ashan-i hafan Esentei 

Canzan dachen hujun tongling Sucang 
%RABsPEs%7t 
Lingdui dachen deng chengen rmyong gong jia yideng nan dutong Kuilin 
%RAB-W$I&W8h~-%XBB%B~ 
Lingdui dachen sandeng guoyong hou dutorq Horonggo 
%RAEEWXW1EWkX 
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Lingdui dachen neidachen dutong hubu shilang san deng jiayong nan Fukanggan 43 Toudeng shiwei hzhuomuba baturu Eerte 

%RhEmhEB6FSRHE%SBZS@Z S%R%+L~%EE~B%B% 
Yuqian shiwei lingdui dachen fudutong sandeng fenyong nan Purpu 

@G%QQRhEaBB%EWSBXIWI 
Lingdui dachen Jingzhou jiangjun fuguo gong Xing Zhao 

%RhE%M%2118R% 
Yuan caman dachen Xi'an tidu Ha Guoxing 

R&RhEi!5SEB%1B 
Hebei amban 51 an-i fideme kadalara arnban bihe Ha guwe hing 

Lingdui dachen Xi'an tidu Ma Biao 
3?%hE@§EEBE,l 
- Meyen-i amban. 51 an-i fideme bdalara amban Ma biyoo 

Yuan lingdui dachen J~angnan tidu Ma Quan 
R%R~EZITIEB%? 
Lingdui dachen Xbn fudutong Sulin 

SBhE@§Eal%%** (%l%) 
- Meyen-i arnban. Si an-i meiren-i janggin Sulin 

Lingdus dachen fudutong cokto baturu Sanboo 
3?RhERB%k3B#EB1=# 
Lmgdu~ dachen fudutong fafun batun, Uilhada 
%R~E811%fiitU!EPB1I.%1r @?B 
L~ngdu~ dachen fudutong dobtan batum Hun ertu 

%RXE&l1??468PMB@lER~ 
Lingdu~ dachen fudutong jakbo batum Julgede 

%lhE3lZI%%1EBBRB@iE 
Lingdui dachen fudutong jarcin batuw A r k  
%IhEWZE@lBREP1lVBBB 

Lmgdui d& fudutonq mutengge batum juliyang 

%RhESl@%#*@EBBBE 
- Meyen-i amban. meiren-i janggin mutengge batum Suliyang 

Yuan l~ngdun dachen fudutong man naq n batum Koma 
ARRXEL BltiimBf fl@&S . .  ... ~ 

- Meyen-i amban. meiren-i janggin-i jergi bihe nacin batum Koma 

Lingdui dachen fudutong xian hajike baturu Y~lanbao 
%RhE3lBB%@%B%AB8PA# 
Yuan l~ngdul dachen fudutong man zhaerdan baturu Foronta~ 
R%RXEWIE&%~RRBiIBQ% 
- Meyen-i amban. meiren-i janggin-i jergi bihe jardan baturu Forontai 

Lingdui dachen fudutong sandeng xinyong gong Fuxing 
%RhEW3%E%EB2f R 
Lingdui da chen fudutong Dehebu 
%BhEaIBB%eB6 
Yuan lingdui dachen fudutong Mangkaca 
R%RhElBBKB% 
Lingdui dachen Zhili Tianjin zhen zongbing gabsihai batum Hailu 

%BhETI*SBB%I6ft%EIB%% 
Lmgdu dachen Gu~hou  zhenyuan zhen zongb~ng sengge batur~ Aocheng 

%BXEsNasas&teBEB@Ba 
Lingdui dachen Shansi Datong zhen zongbing bardan baturu Guwandase 
QR~EL~AZ~A~W%%EBREBBBSE 
- Meyen-i amban. Sansi-i Daitung-ni uheri kadalara da bardan batum Guwandase 

Lingdui dachen Sichuan Chuanbe~ zhen zongbing saijangga batum Cerqde 
DJllJl l~BS%ii3~E~BIj; I  
LlngdJl dachen Shanx~ Gupan zhen zongo ng fafurl batuw Q~nbao 

% R X E R Z ~ H R G ~ ~ ~ % ; £ % ! E E B ~ & ~ ~  
Yuan Gansu zhouzhen zoqbing zhaqin baturu Cao Shun 
RB%MB1%+LRE841l@3 
Lingdu~ dachen Shanxi Xinghan zhen zongbing sandeng yilie gong boning %RhE 
R@§RSBS!%Z%Si?!i2#I 
Lingdui dachen Shanxi Dapan h e n  zongbing Tecengge 
%RhElhi!5hRB%%Ij;@ 
Yuan lingdui dachen Shanxi Yansui zhen zongb~ng Uma 
R%lhEEP§Z%BB%OB# 
Yuan shu fu jian Jianning h e n  zongbing Dunzhu 
RwEissBaB%B# 

44 Toudeng shiwei yangdak batum Tortoboo 

s a a m s a E m a m s w  
- Uju jergi hiya yangdak baturu Tortoboo 

45 Erdeng shiwei labukai batum Ta~fingga 

=%e%a6aEmBzE3m 
46 Erdeng shiwei chongqian batum Boling 

=%e%%BEIBmz? 
47 Yuan erdeng shiwei eyibaer batum Dalantai 

I r % R % l B E B E m 1 s l t  
48 Yuan erdeng shiwei shanba baturu Sargidai 

R = w t m z E m w m s s  
49 Suolun zuolmq shudan baturu Teerdunche 

%~tz%~7BErnt!++3B@B. 
50 3 h o u  fu jiang shetechen batum Xingkui 

wHalAf %bEIBR?E 

IV. Campaign against Jinchwn - Second series: M portraits' 

1 Duerjia 
BB% 

2 Lingdui dachen Chengdu fudutong fengen jiangjun jujinggan 

%BhEE@W@mFl%3%7tZ 
3 Udai 

TA.  

4 Gatabu 

I % 6  
5 Zhaersang 

+LB@ 
6 Majan 

SBA 
7 Arsuna 

RWQ# 
8 Yuan fudutong jtazeng dutong Bolmgga 

R3,B1;4baBBe%BW 
Meiren-i janggin bihe amcame g6sa be kadalara amban-i jergi nonggiha Bolingga 

9 Changqing 
%E 

10 Niu Tianb~ 

+*E 

12 ufu 
5% 

13 h u  Guoliang 

bl €Ig 
14 bktambu 

ER@* 
l5 Pel Shen 

ata 
16 Ma Biao 

.%h% [probabb a mistake, see 111.17] 

17 Changlubao 
R%# 

18 Lang Chaogui 

%%R 
19 Lingshan 

l l h  
20 Zhili zhengding h e n  zongbing Songan 

M? 
- 511-i Jeng dmg-ni uheri kadalara da Sunggan 

21 Sande 
3% 

22 Lu  Huizu 

23 Zhang Ai 
888 



24 Namuzha 
B*% 

25 Jin Caishi 
%%S ( 7 ) 

28 Muhana 
@%a 

29 Kiian king men-i jai jergi hiya Urtunasun 
IRBWB 

30 Funing 
f V  

31 Mingshan 
%Lh 

36 Amantai 
W P f  

n Xindasu 
ma 

38 F w m i  
f R i  

39 Eerbke 
bYICBfQK 

44 Muping tusi Gyarnz'an namk'a 
*mk=E*@TJB*@ 
Muping-ni airnan-i hafan Giyarnz'an narnk'a 

45 Yongzhongwae jie 
JB+ERL 

46 Ekeshi tushe tukezeen baturu Yamantar 
WRftk%BKRlllEBS%%%B 
- O h - i  tuje tuksen batuw Yamantar 

47 Cosgiyab tushe Corgiyamz'an 
~ % T 6 f S m B * #  
Cosgiyab-i tuje Corgiyarnz'an 

48 Tun lian tu du si rhukedanbao baturu Ajungtmo 
JiLfB%mBE?EEmSRX@ 
- Tul'ien-i argun danara hafan iug dan ba o batuw Ajungboo 

49 Xlw Jinctwan shangji toudeng shiwei Mutar 
+%Jll X%BflX%rn*%rn 
- Zanla-i uju jergi hiya hngnaha Mutar 

50 Yongzhongerjie 
B+ rns 

V. Campaign against Taiwan - First series: 20 portraitss 

1 Daxuesh~ yideng chengrnou yingyong gong Ag6i 
A F f - m s s n m  

2 Daxueshi sandeng zhongxiang bo Heien 
A f  f _%8SlQj#l@ 
- Aliha bithei da. ibci jergi tondo faihngga be Hejen 

Daxuesh~ Wang Jie 
jte+r* 
Xieban daxuesh~ sh~bu shangshu Shan-Gan zongdu yideng jiayong gong Fukanggan 
IBA3+*3&*RWi@-%SAZl@% 
Lmgshiwei neidachen sandeng chaoyong gong Hailanca 
%%BAE~%E!WG%R!S 
Gongbu shangshu Fucanggan 
IS&PlE% 
Hubu shangshu Dong Gao 
FlfiSJtrL 
Min-Zhe zongdu LI Sh~yao 
M%*BT%%Z 
Lang-Guang zongdu yideng qlngche duwei Sun Shiyi 
rnam-wsmmm 
Fujiin xunfu Xu Sizeng 
WtiHl%iij31 

Fujian lulu tidu tuoyong batuw Lang Chaogui 
WIR@E@SBEPBR$I& 
Zhejiang tidu jianyong batuw Xu Shiheng 
%XEBEEWEBS3Wf 
Sichuan Songban zhen zongbing tuoturi b a t w  Mukdengge 
EYJll%%ER&ZSE!#EElSBRf R 
Sichuan Jianchang h e n  zongbing hadunba batuw Zhang Zhiyuan 
m I L = s i m m e m g w n  
Taiwan h e n  zongbing chongjie batuw Pujibao 
fSW&%*@EBBEbt% 
Sanzh~ dachen zanba batuw Sichuan tu fujiang Mutar 
H#AElEEW@!E!Jllf 2I%B%B 
Sala amban zamba baturn S'e cuwan-i aiman-i a~silanw kadalara da Mutar 

VI. Campaign against Taiwan - Second series: M portraits' 

Jilin fudutong fafuri baturu Usihada 
b*2l@*;%GsEla%fl%s 
Shuzheng b a ~ q ~  Menggu fudutong bulong batuw Da~senbao 
dzBm#&RBmiibEHa?i5Btx 
Jiangnan Langshan zhen zongbing jianyong batuw Yuan Guohang 
3%%LhER*FGSW3!1RBi% 
Nan Ao zhen zongbing chengyong baturu Zhang Zhaolong 
%aER*ZzBEPBEmi% 
Yuan fudutong zongguan shukedan batuw Terdengche 
LW@E@!&E%7RmEsB%BB@l 
fudutong man toudeng sh~we~ husonge batuw Bo 
~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ X % ~ ~ X ~ E ~ B ~  
Guangdong Zhaoqmg ne fupang k u e h  batuw Guanfu 
8 B 9 L W I ~ 8 ~ 8 E 8 1 E E  
Toudeng shiwei helongwu batuw Eldemboo 
SflX%%@88E811CB?& 
Toudeng shiw~i Ryangga baturn Chunning 
%W%@R%REBSf+ 
Toudeng shiwei zuoling nengdeilge batuw Amurta 
I%%f%&%iCBIEBIBR@~% 
Jian rui ying qianfeng canling feilinga baturu Saidwnga 
B%gGS@QYEWEm@B%M 
Hujun canling xilin batuw Shishiunbao 
I S @ ~ B 8 E W S W W ~ @  
Hujun canling keerchun batuw Wanting 
%Z@QdrnSEmBdE 
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Lanzhou &ng shw can jiang guoyong batunr Wu Zongmao 
IW@BB%%AEPBZZB 
Fu qianfeng canling falasatai batunr Xi Jintai 
i3l%#B%%B#&SEB@#SS 
Fu qianfeng canling jebkengge batunryanjimboo 
E4%#6%?36B%iEB4B%% 
- Ilh~ geb8hiyan-i janggin pbkengge baturu Yanjimboo 

Jilh zuoling gaersa batunr Ude 
b*&slmsEaBEE 
Sandeng sh.we: dawn batulu Sa~nku 
EX#%SIEPB=%@ 
- llacl jergl hya Dacun baturu Salnku 

Sandeng shiwei shtlemin bturu Tunboo 
E%vwtmaEm%*B 
Sandeng shiwei qichenge baturu Zheke 
=s%%5EaEm4?3% 
Sandeng shiwei eke batunr Saningga 
zX%QsBREmBsFW 
Sandeng shiwei eshengi batunr Kesengge 
EX%%BB@EmBRfi%@ 
Sandeng shiwei boqitu batunr Sakdambu 
=w+m5mmBsSm 
Sandeng shiwei nengdeng batum Bochuinuoke 
=%#%IBEP4tW%S 
Sandeng shiwei zhulexinge baturu Teledengge 
EX6&RmEaEaB%ml@ 
Sandeng shiwei yangsangg batunr Bayantai 
= x ~ m m w ~ m w ~ r n  
Sandeng showei hudonga baturu Dmg Xinal 
ZS%@I&REB4SBfl 
Sandeng shiwei xitehonga b t u m  Ahaboo 
3wmtwmErn4m42B 
Tunlian erdeng shiwei duibuzang baturu Danbaixilabu 
4 Z I = X % % b 6 E E P 4 R R % B 6  

Tunlian shoubei zhakebu batunr Ajung 
WZl+&LS6E84W1 

VII. Campaign against the Gorkha - First series: 15 portraits' 

Daxueshi ~ideng zhongmi jiayong gong liang Guang zongdu Fukanggan 
hgf-%Z&BAGR&&S%l$ 
Daxueshi yideng chengmou yingyong gong Ag6i 
hgf-W3lkS2W8 
Daxueshi sandeng zhongxiang bo Heien 
h g * ~ X X B m m  
Daxueshi Wang Jie 
h@*3* 
Caxueshi Sun Shii 
hg*l*& 
Yuan ren ling shiwei dachen yideng chaoyong gong Hailanca 
Rff%%%hE-X@SaBlt 
Hubu shangshu Fucanggan 
P l & * l f  9 
Hubu shangshu Dong Gao 
FSfS*EZ 
Bingbu shangshu Qinggui 
&%&*E# 
Gongbu shangshu Helin 
IS&*@% 
Sichuan zongdu Huiling 
D J I I I C P f l #  

Yuan ren dutong xian hujun tongling labkai baturu Taifingga 
RffB%t&SF$tQ~6~EP4S%kW 
Hujun tongling horonggo batunr Eldembcm 
S B B S W b & W P B @ m l B  

Yuanren fudutong zhanu batunr Amantai 
Rff~I@$t%SE!!PBR%~ 

WII. Campaign against the Gorkha - second series: 15 portraitsa 

Sichuan tidu Peng Chengpo 
DJIIEP%*% 
Fudutong bulong batur~ Daisenboo 
IllE6l%PP89ESi: 
Fudutong fafuri baturu Usihada 
i3ll%2%BEB49ftBS 
Fudutong xhlang batunr Derentei 
ala%amwmaam 
Fudutong slritu baturu Juhngga 
3lBSBPIE!EmB&BVtW 
Fudutong etengge baturu Wengguoerha~ 
IBE%iBdBBlil 
Yuanren fudutong xian fafuri baturu Zhesenbo 
RE EMWW%GBEB4?3&Si: 
Fudutong man nengdenga baturu Arn~rta 
E!I$t%CB%iEPBRf@B% 
Fudutong xian Sichuan tushou bei zanba baturu Mutar 
~IB%%DJllf +&REEf 4*%m 
Sichuan Chongqing zhen zongbing boji batunr Yuan Guohuang 
D J I I S B W & % i @ B E f  4WHB 
Sihuan Jianhang zhen zongbing fenturi batunr Mukckngga 
F 2 J I I L E W & A B f  4E f  Bf@R%W 
Yuanren Sichuan Songpan zhen zongbing jadun baturu Zhang Zhiyuan 
~ f fmmmmm=aEfBwn 
Yuanren fujang xian Slchuan tu du si nun duobu batunr Mutaier 
R f fE l l%  - F 2 l l l f  B3lb6E?fh*~B 
Yuanren er 7 r-g shiwei Mergenbcm 
Rff-XqtmmRB 
Gansu fujiang urkuleji baturu Dayintai 
W % E 4 % , % B H B R E f  4L8S 



CHRONOLOGY $aEfffF& 

NEOLlTHlC 
SHANG DYNASTY 
ZHOU DYNASTY 

Western Zhou 
Eastern Zhou 

Spring and Autumn 
Warring States 

QIN DYNASTY 
HAN DYNASTY 

Western Han 
Eastern Han 

THREE KINGDOMS 
JIN DYNASTY 

Western Jin 
Eastern Jin 

SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN DYNASTIES 
h 9  
Qi 
Liang 
Chen 
Northern Wei 
Eastern Wei 
Western Wei 
Northern Qi 
Northern Zhou 

SUI DYNASTY 
TANG DYNASTY 
FIVE DYNASTIES 
LlAO DYNASTY 
SONG DYNASTY 

Northern Song 
Southern Song 

XIA DYNASTY 
JIN DYNASTY 
Y UAN DYNASTY 
MlNG DYNASTY 

Hongwu 
Yongle 
Xuande 
Zhengtong 
Jingtai 
Tianshun 
Chenghua 
Hongzhi 
Zhengde 
Jiajing 
Longqing 
Wanli 
Tianqi 
Chongzhen 

QING DYNASTY 
Shunzhi 
Kangxi 
Yongzheng 
Qianlong 
Jiaqing 
Daoguang 
Xianfeng 
Tongzhi 
Guangxu 
Xuantong 

REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
Hongxian 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

10th-early 15t millennium BC 
16th centuv - c.1046 BC 
c.1046 - 221 BC 
c . 1 0 ~  - ni BC 
n o  - 256 BC 
n o  - 476 ec 
475 - 221 BC 
221 - 206 BC 
206 BC -AD 220 
2066C-AD9 
AD 25 - 220 
220 - 265 
265 - 420 
265 - 316 
317 - 420 
420 - 589 


